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Volume xviii.

LITTLE DAUGHTER OF SECOND ABSTRACT CO.
ROY THEATRE
FOR HARDING COUNTY
CHANGES HANDS.
HENRY GARZINA WAS LOST
'

The 6 year old daughetr of Mr.
and Mrs.Henry Garzina who live
on the old Lewis ranch about 9
or ten miles southwest of Roy
became lost while playing in the
canyons near her home last
Wednesday and after an all night search by her relatives and
neighbors she was found the following day by Mr.A.F.Livings-to- n

The Mosquero Abstract and
Title Company of Mosquero, our
New County Seat filed Articles
of Incorporation in the Corporation Commissioners Qffice last
Tuesday. We understand the
new company is capitalized at
$3000.00 and the incorporators.
are 0.1. Wilson, Arcade.New York
L.H.Brock of Abbott, CA.Smith
south M.H.Smith,Ernest Parks and W.
near the Strong
of town. The little child had wa- H.McMinn of Mills and Paul Kin
lked about 8 or 9 miles and was gsbury of Mosquero.
worn out. The belief is she had
A party of visitors were down
gotten into the Roy road and
'
branched off at the Patrick fa- from Dawson last Sunday look
ing
place.
over
mesa
the
with
the view
rm, going east from that
Mr Livingston . discovered her of locating in the new county
in the road as she was trudging The party was composed of
along in the afternoon of Thurs- J. A. Hurst,, wife and son; M.L.
Roscoe
day. Altho tired and worn : out Stoughten and wife;
Briggs, wife and children. Mr.
she was otherwise unhurt.
Hurst owns considerate land
.T w.Harria.
President anü near Mosquero and will soon
George Hunker First Vice Pre- move to. the fine ranch he has
The S. A.
sident of the Bank of Roy, were purchased there.
.. over from
Las Vegas the first acknowledges a friendly: visit
of the week looking after busi- from them also a subscrption
ness matters. They report that from Mr. Hurst.
they are well pleased with the
-- outlook for
a bumper crop on
The Spanish American has
'
the mesa.
received the sad news that. Mr.
Haworth, father of Mrs. Marion
Dr. Self, reports a fine baby Conner had died at the home of
girl at the home of Mr. and Mrs. his son in El Reno, Okla. on the
C. R. Hoskins east of town; All 12th inst.
Mr. Haworth. was
concerned are doing nicely and well known by the people of this
Claude has smiles from ear to mesa having visited here quite
ar.
often and made numerous adHe was
dresses on the mesa.
Every thing has been Very nearly D3 years old at the time
quiet in and aorund Roy this of his death.
week as practicallyeveryonefoas
been up at Mills all week searMarshall Bentley, cashier of
ching for the lost babe; stores
Wagon Mound Bank was
the
every
and busines houses sent
a
business
visitor in Roy the
spare
possibly
could
man they
and some even closed their place first of the week and also visited
"
his brother R.H. Bentley and
of business.
family.
was
Mosquero
of
Alvin Wilson
J. M. McMath of the State
in Roy Thursday; 'Alvin is writing hail insurance an'd making Tax Commission office was in
loans at present and in, Roy the first 'of the week on
anyone in need of either would business; while here Mr McMath
do well to see him as he is repre- put in several days assisting in
senting some of the best com- the hunt for. the lost child of
panies doing business on the Mr. Spencer.
.
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Eberhart and Nickens

1

.'

CHILD LOST IN CANYONS

MILLS INCORPORATED.

LIVED ,OVER 95 HOURS
FOOD OR WATER

News has been received in
Roy that our sister town of
Mills was incorporated at the
last session of the County Com
missioners, which met at Mora
last week. The Incorporated
town will be 3 miles square and
they will be now m a position to
conduct their own school affairs

WITHOUT?

i

New Owners.
A deal was consummated lalt
Saturday in which the Roy
Theatre of this place changed
ownership. Messrs Johnson and
Leatherman who haveoowned
the theatre for the past two
years, having sold the complete
outfit to E.N. Nickens and H.C.
Eberhart of Ribera, New Mexico who will immediately open
a first class picture show. They
have purchased two large Powers machines and will give
continuous service, that is, there
will be no stops between reels.
The machines will be electric
driven and are equaLto the machines used in any of the larger
They
cites of New Mexico.
have . also installed a 62 volt
electric light machine which
will give much better light than
produced by the small 32 volj
machine used by the former
owners. A fireproof booth has
been erected for the two machines which makes it much safer
than the open method used". For
their opening picture next Saturday evening they will offer
the public "The Triflers" a 5
reel drama, also 2 reel comedy.
On next Friday and Saturday
the 22nd and 23rd, , they will
show that wonderful picture
"Blind Husbands" which is one
of the best pictures éver given
the public in Roy.
We understand that Mr. Eberhart and Nickens. are figuring
with some of the business men
;

of the town for the erection of
a first class theatre and if we
do not miss our guess, Roy will
have one of the finest, small
theatres in New Mexico before
the summer is over.
1

Denine Overall at
at the Shaya Company

220, Blue
$1.50

big sale.
Sometime the wind blows, and
than it blows some more.

Little Edgar Spencer the three
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.Ray
Spencer of Mills and owner of
the Mills Developer, became
separated from his parents while picnicing in the canyons near
the Mills ranch west of Mills last without the consent of the Cou
Sunday about, noon and altho nty Board. They will find that
hundreds .searched for him con- it will increase their taxes sometinually for four days he was what but benifits that will acme
not found until Thursday noon. from their incorporation will
The elecAs near as we can get the easily combat this.
Mayor
and
Trustees
tion
for
facts, a number of persons went
to the canyons picnidng last Sun will be held in a few weeks and
day and among them being Mr. Mill3 will put on airs that will
and Mrs. Ray and Forbes Spen- make us set up and take notice.
cer and their children. Asnoon Here's success to you Mills in
approached Forbes and his wife your new undertaking.
went to the Gonzales spring to
SALE POSTPONED.
get some water and which Vas
about a mile and a half away frOn account of wanting eve- om the picnic grounds and Ray
and his wife were preparing the iyone to search for the lost child
dinner and in the meantime the last Tuesday, I postponed my
little fellow strolled off, but each Public Sale from Tuesday April
of the brothers thought he was 12th to Tuesday ' April 19th
with the other brother and when Sale will begin promptly at 10
Forbes returned and little Edg- A.M. ; big lunch at noon and
ars mother noticed that he was everything goes to the highest
not with him and asked ' where bidder; No bybidding goes. Come
he was and Forbes answered and be convinced.
Ray R.- Leach
that he- thot he was with his paOwner.
rents. They immediately begun
search for him and within an
Omar Keene, the devil is still
hour of the time he had strolled
away but to no avail. Word was on the sick list, and the editors
hurried to Mils and an all night Jiave a full job before them
search proved fruitless. Early again this week.
Monday morning word was sent
Miss LascaGray who was
to the surrounding owns for
help and hundred s hurried to transferred"from Roy to Tucum- the place where thechild was lo- cari last week as helper and
st. A search in the forenoon for clerk has been retransferred to
miles around where he Was lost Roy and is again back yat her
proved , in vain. A consultation eld position at the depot.
was then held and ' Mr.McMath
of Santafe who was in the vicin- ladles oí the mesa prepared food
ity on business phoned to Santa- for the men who worked so infe for the state blood hounds cessantly searching the canyons,
from the penitentiary; they' lunch being served until midwere hurried by auto to the can- night each evening and they de
yons on the west side of the riv- serve a great deal of praise, for
er arriving at midnight and we- their work as well as the men.
Just how this little three
re taken to this side and search
year
old child (for he was three
started at nce but the grounds
had been tramped so much that years old Tuesday) could exist
litvl? trace coaM, be found. A thru the long cold nights and
stífefch, started Tuesday molding lve pf hours with out,, food or
and théytracked him totheedge water is one of the masteries
of the rijiirotk .and again lost the that.m.any cannot understand,
scent. Urgent colls for more help and too the canyons where, he
was f ent out again and eve i bus- was lost ar full of wolves and
iness nouses closed their doors there are also a number of othor. sent every man possible. Tne er wild animals m.the canyons
:.
countryfor miles was gone over along the river.
again and again Tuesday, and
CARD of THANKS.
Wednesday. Stretches of men
To
the Great Hearted People
for miles searched with out. results. Wednesday evening it was of the whole Mesa.
-
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Scientific and up to date equipment combined with ample power enable
and by so doing we
Us to turn out the best work in the least possible time,
can reduce the cost to you.
motor, bum in bearings and round up the crank

We can now overhaul

shaft of:

FORDS $8.00
FORDSONS $15.00

We suggest that you have your Ford and Fordson repair work done at
the best equipped shop and by the only authorized Ford and Fordson
.
agency in the whole of Harding County

'

FORDSON TRACTORS $700.00 AT ROY. TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED
IF.

;

DESIRED.

x

.

READ THE ABOVE AGAIN PLEASE.
"

Here's the one Farm Tractor that has real practical service behind it,
and a tractor without prompt efficient service; cannot deliver its full value
.
to the owner.
Thex Fordson Tractor will furnish all the power the farmer wants in farming and also all the power he may want for cutting ensilage and wood,
for milking, electric .lighting, household conveniences, etc.J It is the
for the farmer.
vel money-mak.

.

s

'

er

Let us tell you about the Fordson
we offer with

tractor and the service
it.
Made by
sold by

Henry Ford

&

Son,

and

Beck Motor
AUTHORIZED FORD SALES AND SERVICE.

L

BOX SUPPER AND PLAY
A BIG SUCCESS.
The Box supper and play "An
awful Aunt" given by the Baptist people at the church last
Friday evening was. one of the
pleasant events of early springtime.
The big church was crowded
even to the hallway and the
standing room around the walls
was occupied as well as the study room in the belfry. The Roy
Independent Band, was out in
their initial appearance and
made good. from the word go.
altho two of their best players
were unable to be, present and
made the ntusic for the occasion
thruout the evening. '
The play "An awful Aunt"
was quite a success and those
who had the various parts rendered them in a very able manner and made the play full of
interest from start to finish.
The reading by Murl Johnson
was well given and received
quite an applause.
There were about 50 or GO
boxes sold by the auctioneer
Johnson immediately after the
play, and the boxes ranged in
priceá from $10.25 to 50c. The
proceeds from the boxes amounted to about $170.00 while seve
ral dollars were taken in by the
young folks who served coffee
and . sandwiches to those who
were unsuccessful in settinff
a box.'
.

,

The whole proceeds amounted

to nearly $200.00 and will be
a nice start on the piano fund
and other improvements the
ladies expect to make this sum-- x
,
mer.
LOCAL ELKS TO GIVE
, BALL AND BANQUET.
Announcement has been made
by the local "ELKS" that they
will give a Ball and Banquet on
Saturday May the 7th, at the
Roy Theatre.
Full arrangements have been madeand they
promise to put on something
out of the ordinary. Roy pleasure seekers can look, for one of
the Best times ever given in our
little city for when the ELKS
do anything, it is done right,
give you full particulars next
will
The Spanish" American
week.
If you have never attended
an Elks dance or banquet, now
is your chance,
just as
well get ready' for that night,
as it will be something that you '
will not forget for sometime.
Dont forget the date, May 7th,
be sure and tell your friends
about it, there will be eats and
Elks music.
'

:
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so-y-ou

decided to again comb the canyAs it will be impossible for us
ons west and north of where the
child was last seen and early to see each one of you and thank
Thursday morning about 200 you personally for your long
men took up the Search and tn- - vigilant search for our "Darling
ey were making this ground on- - Boy", we take this method of
Mrá. O. B. Dietterich returned
iy a few feet apart and each man thanking each and everyone of last Wednesday from a few
you
your
long
and
tireless
for
scanning every nook and crevice
weeks visit with friends anil reClayton Kuykendall saw some efforts in helping us to find our
latives
in Wichita nd Kansas
thing lying on therock ledge and little boy who was lost in the city.
canyons
who
Sunday
and
last
he saw at a glance it was the
lost child. The little fellow was was found Thursday noon. May
you
Edgar Floersheim visited his
rushed to Mills where he was at- God bless you and reward
'
your
prayer.
is
for
our
efforts
mother and father at Trinidad
tended by Drs. Moo.i. Danielf.d
Self and they bel jve he has a We again thank you, from the the latter part of iast week, and
reports his mother doing nicely
good chance for recovery. The depths of our hearts.'.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spencer at the hospital at that place.
first thing he moaned when found was "drink.drink". His clothes were torn and one of his
sandals was gone and he was
emaciated from the 95 hours exposure he had undergone.
" Just how he had gotten this
far down the canyon no one
will ever know as it was almost
impossible for a íman to get to
the place where the child was
found as he was' at least arryle
price 40c Special 32c
and a half from where he strol- White Lilly Yel Peaches Large Cans Reg,
50c
Lilly
Bartlet Pears
led away and was at least one White
" ' 43c
55C
way
deep
canyon Del Monte Bartlet Pears .r
down the
half
'
'
"
fronting the Mills jranch on the Del Monte. Yel Cling Peaches. ''
38c
50c
"
east. The place had hot been Del Monte Apricots
"
38c
50c
previously searched 'tia it was Banquet Abricois
"
"
"
45c
35c.
thought that it was: ,'sxif impos-'- !
'
15c
Cloverdale.
corn
;i:
sibility for a child to enter this;
Special
Dei ;Monte Preserves
Regular Price
40c
deep canyon.
5 bars for
25c
The mother and father and Pearl White Soap
most of the. searchers had given Toilet-Soap- '
'
3 bar for
25c
up all hope Wednesday evening Calumet "Baking Powder
25c
of ever finding the child alive
Label)
(Blue
Karo.Syrup
$180
Jackets
and when it Avas found and still
$1.58
alive the glad tidinga spread Men's Bue Denim Overalls v
like fire to the many searchers
and to the surrounding towns
and a sigh of relief went from
those who had worked night and
day for what was about to be a
(Watch this space every week)
A'caiüp had been i rtparcd at
the Gonzales spring about a mile
west of the Mills Canyon and
lunre lxoifires burned thru the
"A Profitable Fiace to Trade'
I

'
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ONLY THE GENUINE FORD AND FORDSON PARTS USED
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Fresh Vegetables every day

ROY TRADING COMPANY,

nights and thruout the days; tha

,
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""
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falling, and stifled noises bore ample
evidence of the accuracy of Allan's
aim. But even In that moment of uncertainty Gardiner
had not lost
thought of their purpose, and his quick
eye took In the sleeping form of John
Harris and the location of the leather
bag beside the wall. Without an
hesitation he vaulted through
the window and, revolver in hand, began to steal his way softly toward the
treasure. '
He had not taken three steps when
Allan plunged full force Into him. He
staggered with the shock, but recovered himself only to find the young
farmer's Strong fingers clutching for

Hard Wcrk Harder

A bad back makes a day'i work twice
as hard. Backache usually cornea from
weak kidneys, and if headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added,
don't wait get 'help before the kidney
disease takes a grip before dropsy,
gravel or Bright's disease sets in.
Doan't Kidney Pills have brought new
life and new strength to thousands of
working men and women. Used and recommended the world over. Ask your

Att At

The Cbw füncherTEtc

neighbor!

luuitration
Irwin Myert

A Colorado Case

0 1 e n n Watson,
carpenter,
Monte
Vtsta, Colo., says:
"I suffered' from
rheumatic twlnses
and kidney trouble.
I tried more than
dozen different
kidney medicines,
but rece ved no

Copyright. All BigMs Reserved
CHAPTER

XI

Continued.

1

"It's all quite easy," Gardiner

con-

tinued. "And if it should fail there
are a dozen other ways just as easy.
But we won't let It fall. We mustn't

I

My

benefit.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

back

and limbs were
stiff and painful. It
waa almost Impos Cía
sible ior me 10
stoop over and straighten up quickly.
jxiuucy ruin fluuu tuicu

let It fall, on your account."
"On my account?
What more account mine than yours?"
"Well, you see, Harris, no doubt,
Cat Doss's at Any Stars, 60c a Boa
has your letter stowed away somewhere, and It would make bad evidence for you. I don't think It menCO. BUFFALO, N. Y.
tions me at all. Besides, I know a way
pass In these mountains,
MAMMOTH
JACKS through a
126
I hare a barjiln for you, some qniok. and If It doesn't turn out right why,
W. U pCW)W'8 JACK JTAKM I'm glad I know the way. You see,
Cada Jtaplds, Iowa
I've nothing to lose, and nobody to
worry over me. But It's different
Some Squad.
First Coach Why, I thought you with you, Hiram. You have a wife and
said. If your football team became a fine farm down In Manitoba, and It
vegetarían they would win all their would be Inconvenient for you to slip
games.
How do you account for away without notice. So I say that
on your account we mustn't let It fall."
those they lost?
,
"You didn't say nothin' about that
Second Conch Why, the opposing
team threw garden bugs on my men before, I notice," said Riles.
"You mustn't expect me to do your
and they became afraid.
private thinking as well as that of the
"
firm," Gardiner retorted.
"You had
the facts why didn't you patch them
together for yourself? Yoti're In a
mess now if things don't go right.
But, as I said, I'm going to stick with
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
you and see that they do go right."
They rode' along In silence In the
gntherlng darkness. Had they been
able to read each other's minds they
would have been astonished at the
of .thought.
Gardiner was
planning to make away with the money when he got out of the building.
Why should he divide with Riles
Riles, who would only hoard It up,
and who had plenty of money already?
Not at all. Riles might sue him for
his share, If he wanted to and could
Warning I Unless you see the name find hlin, to serve notice! On the oth"Bayer" on package or on tablets you er hand, Riles' slow wits had quickare not getting genuine Aspirin pre- ened to the point of perceiving that
scribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
there lay before him a chnnee of makyears and proved safe by millions. ing $20,000 Instead of $10.000, If he
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer only had the nerve to strike at the
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralstrategic moment. When he got the
gia, Itheumatlsm, Kara die, Toothache,
Harrises out of the shack, by hook or
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
crooji he would leave them and follow
,
Bayer
As-boxes of twelve
Tablets of
Gardiner. He was much more than
pirln cout few cents. Druggists also
Gardiner's match In strength and he
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
had little fear of the revolver, providtrade mnrk of Bayer Manufacture of
ed he could take his adversary unaMonoacetlcacidester
of Sallcycacld.
wares. If the worst came to the worst,
Adv.
anJ he could not give the Harries the
The True Answer.
slip, he would take them with him,' and
Interviewer "To what do you at- they would all come upon Gardiner
tribute your longevity?" Old Man
with the loot. Then he
"To the fact thut I never died,
would explain to Harris how he had
discovered Gardiner's plot and frustrated It.
The Idea grew upon
education is only like good culture, Riles, and he rode along In a frame of
It changes the size but not the sort.
mind. bordering upon cheerfulness.
H. W. Beecher.
It was now quite dark, and the
horses picked their steps carefully
along the hill side trails. At last Gardiner drew up and pointed to a heavy
clump of trees. A faint glimmer of
light shone through It.
"That's the shack," he whispered.
"They have a lantern there. We better get. off the road and tether our
horses In this coulee."
They turned down a narrow ravine
with scarce room to walk single file
between the branching trees. They
tied the horses where the woods closed
all about them, and there' seemed no
chance of discovery.
"Quietly, now," said Gardiner, as
they stole toward the old building.
"Things seem to be working out as we
planned, but we must make sure of
every detail, so that we can change
the attack If necessary."
The two men stole up the rough
In
lending to 'the hut. The glow of
ro
Burley
the lantern etime from the building,
shining' In a long, fading wedge from
the sasliless wlndov but seemed
strangely obscuré about the door. As
they approached this, mystery was revealed; a blnnket was seen to hang
over the doorway.,
1
"That's a good sign," whispered
Garldner. "One, or both of them, are
sleeping.
That's why tliey feel the
cold. If they had stayed awake they
would have built a fire and perhaps
walked about outside."
They paused for a moment to listen.
The night was moonless and starry,
except where a bank of clouds came
drifting up from the southwest.
A
Death only a matter of short time moist breeze, smelling of soft, mounDon't wait until pains and aches tain snow, gently stirred the trees
become incurable diseases. Avoid
about them. But from the shanty no
painful consequences by taking
They apsound could be discerned.
proached nearer, and still nearer.
"Now, you go to the door, and I'll
take the window," Gardiner ordered.
"Shove the blanket aside a little and
size up the situation before you speak.
We must make sure they're there, and
there ajone."
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
Gardiner waited until he saw Riles
the
fiver, bladder and arte add trouble
fumbling, carefully with the blanket
National Remedy of Holland sine) 1696.
that hung In the doorway. Then he
Three tUea, all druggists.
darted quickly to the window.
Look far & mmm Gold MU oa arery bw

Lll

DOAN'SVKI?

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

K

ASPIRIN

V

had been no part of
Gardiner's plan that there should be
bloodshed in the carrying out o the
robbery, but he was a man of quick
decision, who accepted conditions as
he found them.
A slight pressure
on the trigger, and Allan fell, coughing, through the door.
Gardiner retained his sense of location, and slipped silently to the walL
Harris was rushing about the rotten
floor In the darkness, crying, "What Is
It, Allan? For God's sake, what has
happened? Are you shot?" and for his
own noise he could not hear Gardiner's
stealthy movements. Gardiner's hand
fell on a log of the wall, and his keen
fingers traied their own way along It
Five steps, he judged, and the bag
would be at his feet. At the fifth step
his toe touched an object on the floor;
he leaned over and raised the booty
In his hand.
By this time his eyes had responded
to the intense darkness, and he could
discern a square of grayer gloom
where the window admitted the night
He moved rapidly and silently toward
It but almost with the last step bis
foot slipped through a broken spot on
the floor, and he staggered and fell.
The revolver was thrown from his
grasp, but he was able to pitch the bag
through the window as he crashed to
the floor.
his

have stooped and caressed him had he
not feared to disturb his slumbers.
He looked upon the sleeping man
now, with the wealth of a lifetime's
labor at his side, and the bond of trust
and confidence between them seemed
so tight It brought the moisture to his
eyes. He thought of the past years;
of their labor on the farm together-h- ard
labor, but always relieved by
their comradeship and mutual ambitions.
His memory carried him still further back back to the days when he
was a little 'child, and In the mirror
of the darkness he could see his own
small figure trudging In the track" of
the plow and hanging to the rein ends
that dropped from the knot on bis father's ample back. Back to the old
sod shanty, with Its sweet smell of
comfort when the snow, beat against
the little window and the wind roared
in the rattling stove pipe, and his
mother sat by the fire and plied her
flying needles. Old lullabies stole Into
his brain ; a deep peace compassed
him, and consciousness faded thinner
and thinner into the sea of the Infinite.
Allan sat up In a sudden, cold chip
of terror. Had he been asleep? What
cold breath of dread had 'crossed his
path? He was no coward; the sense
of fery was almost unknown to him,
but now It enveloped him, stifled blm,
set his teeth chattering and his limbs
qunklng. He had heard nothing, seen
nothing. The gun was In bis bands as
it had lain when last he remembered
it; Ms father slept by his side, and
near the wall lay the precious satchel.
And yet he shook In absolute, unrea- -
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With Cuticura Soap
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While Allan sat In the little cabin he
gradually became oppressed with a
sense of great loneliness. From time
to time he looked at the face of his
sleeping father, and suddenly the
knowledge struck him like a knife that
It was the face of an old man. Allan
could see plainly the deepening furrows la bis strong, still handsome face.
As he looked a vast tenderness mingled with his loneliness; be would

Allan Sat Up in a Sudden Cold Chill
of Terror. Had He Been Asleep?
sonlng,

heavy

weight,

and

something

was

The sound arrested Harris, and before Gardiner could extricate himself
the farmer was upon him. At first he
seemed to think It was Allan, and felt
about In the darkness without attempting to defend himself. This gave Gardiner an opportunity; he was able to
clasp his arms about Harris' shins,
and, with a quick turn of the body,
cast his adversary headlong to the
floor. At the same moment he freed
himself from his entanglement and
made another dash for the window.
But Harris, still numbed from his
heavy sleep, now realized that some
kind of tragedy had occurred, and
guessed enough to believe that Allan
was a victim. From his prostrate position, with one powerful leg he Interrupted Gardiner's flight, and the next
moment the two men were rolling on
the floor In each other's arms. Harris was 'touch the stronger man of the
two, but Gardiner was active and had
some skill In wrestling. Besides, Harris had been taken wholly by surprise,
nhd had no idea who his antagonist
was, while Gardiner had full knowledge of all the circumstances, and the
struggle was less uneven than might
have been supposed. Inwardly cursing
the luck that had thrown the revolver
from his hand, Gardiner sought In the
darkness for his adversary's throat,
nose, or eyes. Harris, seizing the
younger man by the waist, lifted him
bodily from the floor and crashed him
down again upon It, but the next Instant Gardiner had one of bis hands In
both of his, and, bringing his knee
down with great force on Harris' elbow, compelled him, at the risk of á
broken arm, to turn face downwards
on the floor, fjardlner again wrenched
violently to bif k free, but Harris'
grip was too much for him, so with the
quickness and fury of a tiger he threw
himself upon the farmer's back and
wrapped his free arm about his throat.
With his air partially cut off Harris
released the grip of his other hand,
and Gardiner Instantly took advantage
of this move to bring both arms to
bear on Harris' throat. Things began
to go badly with the farmer; face
downwards on the floor, he was unable
to shake his adversary off, and was
losing strength rapidly with, his chokv
lng. Gardiner no longer sought an
opportunity to break away; his blood
was up and he was in the fight to the
finish, ruled at lastJby his heart Instead of his head. Had he been content merely to retain his present advantage unconsciousness would soon
have overcome his victim, but he tried
to Improve his grip, and the attempt
proved disastrous. His thumb, seeking better vantage, fell into, Harris'
gasping mouth. Harris- was no more
depraved than most of mankind, but
when fighting for life, and choking to
death In the hands'of an únknowri enemy, he was ready to seize any advantage, and with, a great effort he
brought his Jaws together upon the
,
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For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
-
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unfounded terror. His eyes
wandered from the lantern to the door
to the blanket hanging limply In the
door ; and there they stared and stayed
as though held In the spell of a serpent. Subconsciously, certainly, without any direction of will of his own,
he raised the shot gun to his shoulder
and kept It trained on the sagging
The blanket seemed to
blanket.
move ! It swayed at first as though a
light breeze had touched It and yet
not as though a breeze had touched it
The Impulse seemed too far
the height of a man's shoulder. The
blood bad gone from Allan's face; he
was as one In a trance, obeying some
Iron law outside the realm of the will
and the reason. ' He cocked his 'gun
and tightened his finger on the trigger, and watched.
And then,
so plain that It must have been real,
he saw stealthy fingers feeling their
way about the blanket.
'.
Then Allun fired.
In an Instant he was wide awake,
and wondeYlng terribly what had happened.
The explosion blew, out the
lantern, and the building was In utter
darkness. His father was clambering
to his feet with "Allan, whatjs It?
What Is It, Allan?" The blanket had
been torn from Its hangings as by a
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You Save From

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness

d

Rwloraa Color and
Baaoty to Gray and Faded HaM
uc ana i.uoai iTarguu.
WtMoi Cliem. Win. Ptchont.W.T.

Dlrsct from our workshop.
Sond ior our (reo catalog.

onm. ci- -

The Fred Mueller Saddle
and Harness Co.
MM n 1411 Urban St, Daarar, Cala.

HER REALLY BRIGHT THOUGHT

Contempt, but Not of Court
When "Aunty" Dorcas, a typical old
negro mammy, was placed In the witness chair In the Austin (Tex.) police
court the other day she observed
Judge A. L. Love presiding over the
august body. She had been in the
family of, Judge Love'when he was
a boy. She was peeved at being summoned as a witness and, glancing up,
she recognized the judge.
"Is dat you?" she sniffed contemptuously.
"Correct you are, 'aunty,'" was the
reply.
"What you all doln' up there? I's a
good mind to knock you out of that
chair with a stick."
Judge Love took the remark good
naturedly, and there was no hint that
the witness was in contempt of court.

HINDERCORNS nmm

louftM,
Le, topa all iala, caiurea comfort to tha
ieet, makea walking- eany. lfto. bj nail or at Drue
HlMOX Chtulcs.1 Worki, Fttctugo,!. X,

flit.

Mary Ellen Had Shrewd Scheme for
Making Sick Children Satisfied
With Their Lot.

Little Mary Ellen McKee Is, as she
terms It, "just half past four," and
lives around the corner from the
Union hospital In Terre Haute, says
the Indianapolis News. Recently she
received a tricycle, which she rides
morning, noon and night. At first her
rides were confined to her own street,
but the other day she wished to ride
around the corner.
"But the little sick children at the
hospital will see you, and then they'll
he unhappy because they can't ride,
too," her mother told her.
Mary Ellen was silent a rulnute.
Then she said earnestly : "Well, then,
Thought She Was a Parrot.
mother. I won't ride past the hos- "You are charged with being drunk
When I eet in front of it I'll
nital.
get off and push It like It was barer and disorderly, sir.",
"Your honor, there must be a miswork, and then they won't be unhappy.
They'll be glad they can He In bed take somewhere. I had a few drinks,
and not have to push things like tri but I'm sure I wasn't disorderly."
"The young lady cashier who had
cycles."
you arrested says you were poking
crackers through the brass bars of her
Another Call to Arms.
A. lad of twelve, riding his wheel cage and saying, 'Pretty Polly,, pretty
at top speed, suddenly burst out sing Polly.'" Birmingham
ing, "Gooüby, Ma, good-by- ,
Pa, good- Willing to Serve..
by mule with your old hehaw."
"Want to go on an Investigating
An old darky, sitting half asleep on
the board seat of a little old wagon, committee?"
"If It Is headed in the right .direcand drawn by a gray mule, roused himself and exclaimed, "What, you goin' tion. I don't nilti Investigating Ice
conditions in Havana harbor." Louisagin?"
ville Courier-JournaIt's awful to hear a tomcat tell an
Where Wizardry Falls.
other tomcat, to go to the devil.
Knicker Is that seer any good?
We feel sorry for a man who gets
Bocker No; she could tell my fortune, but not my income tax.
what he really deserves.
Age-Heral-

v

l.

Save iLburself
from die disturbances which
often follow tea and coffee

drinking by a change to

Ins

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

writhing In It In the ioorway. Allan
sprang up and would have rushed upon
It. but In the darkness he collided, with
another man. His fingers found his
adversary's arm and ran up It to his
throat, but before they could fasten In
a fatal grip there was another flash of
light, and a hot pang stabbed htm In
the breast There was a strange gurgling in his lungs, a choking In his
throat s spinning dizziness In his head,
as 'he staggered over the mass in the
doorway and fell Into the night
Booze In Baby's Bottle.
Gardiner had reached the window
Magazine Story He was an only
Just In time to see Allan's gun trained
on the doorway. For, an Instant he son.
His father, heavily alcoholic,
stood dumbfounded; there was some-- .' had "died Id1 his Infancy from "pneuthing nncanny In the sight of the young monia contracted during a spree.
'
man sitting there In silent absolute Boston Transcript
readiness for the attack. He drew
A girl doesn't necessarily lose her
back to warn Riles, but he was too
late. At that moment the gun spoke; head when she lays it on a young
there was the sound of a heavy body man's shoulder,

SinmafnrA

Mil

.

Lake's Peculiar-- Migration.
Near Valdosta, In Georgia, there Is
a lake three miles long and
of a mile wide, with an average depth of twelve feet of water,
which disappears every three or four
years and then comes back again. It
disappears into natural subterranean
passages,' taking two or three weeks
In the process and leaving a beautiful sandy basin. After a month or so
the water begins to come back, and In
a couple of weeks it Is the same old
lake.
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Uhis delicious cereal beverage of

flavor is prepared
instantly in the cup to suit your
taste. - free from any, harmful
cofFee-lik-
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element-enoid- cal-
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EVERYWHERE!
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THE

Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at.Clay-to"

County Spat WithStill at the stand
of self
a
News - and Emeson implements, farm
old

New Mexico.

oiling
fine
windmills, stock pumps, Oliver

n,

"."

March 21st, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
wagons, "ZM type pumping oil Frank Martinez, of Mosquro,
N. M., who, on June 10,1916,
Engines and ETC.
made Homestead Entry, No.
,

Items of Interest
From our Mora Attractive Prices
Correspondent Lower than the
Mora has made a lot of news
the past week but we havent
time to record it all and work
every day. Here's a little of it
and the rest wil have to go, like
most of the history .of this old
tow- n- unrecorded.
The Court house has been
undergoing a series of house
cleaning, the Court room has
been renovated and calcimined
and the Assessors office-t- he
room; not the office has been
artistically finished off and
made cheerful looking., The
prisoners at the jail are two
handy men and they have been
employed to do this work as
well as expert on several autos,
chopping wood, cleaning up the
grounds and a hundred and one
odd jobs that require skill,brains
They are strong
and energy.
with all who know them and will
be missed when they go away;
The8th Grade examination
papers were received by the Co,
and
Superintendent Monday
we're mailed out the same day to
the several schols requiring
them. No time or chance for any
"Leaks" and all who take the
examination should have an even
-

.

,

break.

We were peeved at the error
and omissions which made our
last weeks letter devoid of sense
on several places. Illness of the
"Cub" is.accepted as an excuse.
Diphtheria still exists jn this
valley and several cases break
out jus1( when you think it is all
over. Little Clarinda Martinez,
10 years old.'was the last victim
to die from it Sunday.
Dr. Hoag has received á new
supply of Antitoxin serum but
many cases are not reported
The death list
until too late.
'
since the first of the year is
something like 0 ranging from
babies to adults. Twelve pupils
have died fran the Mora town
school alone.
Undersheriff John. Wootton
drove to Watrous Sunday on
business with his chief, Sheriff
Sabino Lopez, Jim Prichard accompanied him and dined at
their splendid ranch home and
saw a real ranch.
J. B. Proctor came over from
Mills with old Billy Brüggeman,
on an attachment case arising
out of the sale of the latters
farm by Basil's new
agency. We tried to urge him
to stay over but he admitted
that new boy two days old demanded his return that night.
Bacil is decidely proud of his
three "Chaps" as well as his
success in selling
Mora had. a real sensation
last Frida- y- one of the "Eternal Triangles" when Jose R.
Bruno, a widower shot and
wounded Mrs, Juan Martinez
and then .shot and killed himself at the suburb known as Cordillera de Mora, between here
and Cleveland. Same old story,
,

.

We are closing out our Auto
and Tractor oils.
ROY,

BAUM BROS
NEW. MEXICO.

MILLET SEED
i
German and Siberian;, choice
and recleaned. mice 3 cents per
pound. Sacks not furnished.
C.

J. Burton
Solano, N. Méx..

FOR SALE: Good German
Millet Seed; none better in the

S2

you have Pump or WindW'HEN
mill troubles of have any

work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.

state. Price at rasch 2lic per
lb. Bring your own sacks.
F. M. Woodard
Roy, New Mexico.
Route "A"

BAGWELL SERVICE
STATION.
cA a v pq
PiMnn- irnnv
y
Hi
J.
tivuivm Vm
J vil.
work, and Magneto recharging
Call
where you know they will receive expert attention
Have those blown eut tires
For fixed before it is too late.. Are
you getting the service from
your Battery you sliould, if
I guarantee to get you there and not; bring it in.
get you back.,
All work guaranteed.
C. R. BAGWELL
Telephone Dodds.
,
At Wnl; Brashears eil station.
t NOTICE to the PUBLIC . .
On and after April 1st, the
price per head for watering
stock at the City Water - tank
will be $1.00 per head per month
cows, horses or burrows. This
means those who water daily at
the tank. Water delivered by
the tank 20 cent3 per barrel;
AT THE OLD STAND,
single barrel lots 25 cents each.
WITH THE LIBERTY
C.W.B. LEATHERMAN
GARAGE
Notice of Sale of School Bonds
of School District No. 45 of
The County of Mora,
State of New Mexico.

WE ALSO HANDLE, HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL- - CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OF WORK.
.

1

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.

,

Entry Under Act of July 3, 1916
Ser. No. 022853, for NE14., Sec- -,
tion 7,' Township 19 North,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian,
ha3 tiled notice of intention to
make three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before. F. II. Foster,'

Successors to BAUM BROS.
Roy,

,

New Mexico.

We do everything in the Photo Line
t

Let us Frame your Diploma, License or

thai

real-estat- e.

.

-

,

,

-

Mexico.
-

We have a good selections of Mouldings.
,
.

We also do

.

I
".'

.

"

.

,

s

Copying

Framing
Cleaning old Pictures
Office

A. M. to 4

H0UIS---- 9

?.

M.

L. E. DEUBLER

Gallegos, New Mexico, who oh
AprilA13th, 1918, made additional bomostfiad act of Julv 3,
No. 024775,'
1916.
'
Roy, New Mexico
SE14,, Ni3 NE14, SE14
n
17N.
Township
20,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to
make 'Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
Commissioner A. A. Wynne, at
Mosquero. New Mexico, on the
20th day of April, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Jeff McKee of David, New Mexi
co, Victoriano S. Quintana, ot
at Liberty Garage
Gallegos, New Mexico, Abran
MeNew
Casados, of Gallegos,
J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
xico. Marselino Padilla, of
GUARANTEES
New Mexico.
all
work
on
automobiles
and anything in gas or electrical lines.
Valverde,
Paz

Photographer

for-NEi-

iWi-Sectio-

Fe, New Mexico. March 12, 1921
NOTICE is hereby given
that Fermin Madrid, of Mills,
Mora Co., New Mexico, who on
September,
20th, 1917. made
Addl Homestead Application,
No. 031761.
for S'a of NWi,
Section 13,
Township
21N,
Range 24E. N.M.P. Meridian,
ñas mea notice 01 intention to
make Final Three Year, Proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. '
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at,
his office at Roy New Mexico,
on the 25th day of April, 1921.
Claiment names as' witnesses :
Abel Madrid, Alvin Lusk, Alejandro Montoya and Ursulo
Gonzales, All of Mills New Mexico.

re- - war

rices

Gal-lego-

s,

.Register.

We back up our work,80 cents per hour.

FOR SALE;
8 miles East of
Roy; All fenced and at least 280
acres can be plowed.

JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.

320 Acres.

Kichard lteynoias.

Roy, New Mexico.

E. J. H. Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

Elmer E. Veeder
ATTORNEY
AT LAW

Interior. Contests, etc.

farm for

.

i

:

Mills,

"

y "'

Schocnorst;dt
Prop.
'

:

'"Sec." 1.

N!

.

and W

Section 12! Townshin
1SN, Range
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to malee Final Three Year,
Pi'caf, to establish claim to the
land above .described, before
F. II. Foster. ' U. S. Commissioner, .at hu of ike at Roy Now
Mexico, 0:1 the, 25th day cf

THE MILLS SIÍOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bcntley Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE

Register.

Fe, New Mexico.
March 12. 1921.
NOTICE is herebv dven
that Webb E. Kidd. of Rov Mora
Co, New Mexico, who, on Mav.
24th, 1919. made addl Home
stead Application, Act
No.,or,C2S7,,,ior SEVi;

th

For sale- - 100 acres 8 miles N.E
of Roy water hole on.place, price
$15 per acreW. J.;, Vance
, ' ' ..
Tucutnc.-rN.M
.

,

MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
Agent.
. , Row, .New Mexico.
;

,

one-ha- lf

Pas Valvei'de,

,

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa

YOUR CALVES
ILL BE WORTH MONEY
SAVE THEM BY USING
' " "PURITY GERM FREE VACCINE"

190 acres
mile,
School
broke.
and daily mail by door; 20 miles
north of Roy and 12 miles east
of Abbott.
Extra "good .soil.
of crop. Apply
Want
at the Spanish American office
for contract or write direct to
Elbert Piper, Noble. Okla;
one-four-

ton, New Mexico, March 8, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
that Charles Patrick West, of
Mosquero, New Mexico, who.
on May 7,1918. made Homestead
Entry, No. 025913, for SWA
NWit, Sec. 5, St2NEV4, and
NWiSEii of Section 6,' Township 17N, Range 30E, N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described,
before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Com
missioner,' at his office in Mosquero, New Mexico, on the 23rd
day of April, 1921.
Claiment names as witnesses :
Jesse E. Ford. Ran Wood.
Mexico.

THE TIMES ARE BETTER

WANTED TO RENT FARM
e-

Notice of Publication.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay-

Charles H. Pry or and Jerry M.
Caddell, All of Mosquero, New

Land Matters before the Department of the

New Mexico

320-acr-

Register.

.

East Las Vegas,

I have a
rent ; well improved,

Francisco Delgado

'

Room 9, First Nat'l
Bank Bldg,

Register.

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa

'

Kodak Finishing
Kodak Repairing
Farm Views

Paz Valverde

...

Enlarging

the undersigned Treasurer of
Notice for Publication.
the County of Mora, of the State
Department of the Interior,
of New Mexico, will offer for
sale and sell, at the Town of U. S. LAND OFFICE at ClayMora, Mora County, New Mexi- ton, New Mxico, March 8th,
co, on the 27th day of Mav A.D. 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
192L-Si(G) Negotiable Bonds
of the denomination
of FIVE that Delfino S. Quintana, of

local-team-

N

Pictures of any kind or size.

Machine Work,

'

U. S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
the 7th clay of May 1921.
Claimant names as witneses:
Frank P. Ileimann, Jr. of Roy
New Mexico, T. J. Ileimann, of
Roy, New Mexico, A. J. Beller,
of Bueyeros, New Mexico, and
George Shields, of Hayden, New

jpHOTCD(i3 RAPHg

and

Department of the Interior, .
OFFICE at Clay

March 21st, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Fred P. Ileimann, of Albert,
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
1918, made Addl. Homestead

JUDY AND BAKER

General Blacksmith

NOTICE is hereby given,

"

ton, New Mexico.

Auto Livery

I,

FOR SALE: Orange Cane Seed
and Pearl Millet seed at $2.00
per hundred while it lasts.Come
at once if you want the best on
the mesa; bring your tíwn sacks.
O. A. MURPHY Mosquero R.l
pd

U. S. LAND

1 1

D. Wade,

.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION

I. C. Dodds

J.

and the Nt of the SEyit and
the SEW of the SEi4. of Sec. 33
Twp. 20 N. R. 26. for the purpose of poisoning gophers and
other rodents. Any person interested will please govern
themselves accordingly.
Pd.
H. Kennard

.

-

-

Notice to the public
Notice is hereby given that
I have this day, April 11th, 1921
put out poison on the W.S. Wane
farm which is the
of NEVi,

9--

Register.

te

oi

Nt2 NW4,

"

HUNDRED $500.00) DOLLARS
each, of School District No. 45,
of the County of Mora, of the
'
State of New Mexico. Said
Bonds to become due not less
than Twenty (20) nor. more
than Thirty 30) years after
date, and redeemable at the
pleasure of the Schoop Directors
of School District No. 45, of the
County of Mora, of the State of
New Mexico, at any time after
ten (10) years from the date of
said bonds.
Said Bonds shall bear interest
at the rate of Six (6) percent
per anum, interest payable semiannually at the office of the
Treasurer of Mora County, New
Mexico, in the Town of Mora,
New Mexico, said bonds will be
sold to the highest bidder, therefor, for cash.
Provided however, said Treasurer cannot accept any bid for said bonds
which is less than Ninety (90)
Cents on the Dollar.
Don R. Casados
not necessary to repeat details,
Treasurer of Mora
morning
next
was
buried
He
County, New Mexico.
and that ends it.
county
Don Casados, the new
Base Ball is getting to be the
Treasurer, celebrated his first
payday by. buying Mr. Back's regular thing in Mora, The game
automobile, a little used car and Sunday was a specially good one
a good one. He has had the usual for the beginning. A first and
experience of beginners, Sunday second teams were organized,
we found him at LaCueva wait- "Jerry" Myers, cashier of the
ing for an expert to come and Mora JBank is the eading spirit
gas to working but he has a lot of wiling helpget his spark-antogether again but hewill soon ers.
The first team lineup is- learn iti
D. Sosa,' lb.
in
deputy
Pacheco
Luis
Don
Jake Madrid,' C. SS.
the Clerk.s office, returned from
Luis Martinez, P.
,
a weet in Santafe as a witness,
C. J. Myers, SS. C.
and is on the job again. A collisJoe Gallegos, 2b.
ion between his submarine and
C.
Maes, 3b.
Sapello
the
a big road truck at
M. Valdez, Cf.
bridge, caused him to be towed
M. Sanchez, Rf.
home and buy a new radiator
M.
Martinez. Lf
made
trip
the
he
otherwise
J
but
Second Team
to Santafe and back without incII.'Trujillo,
ident except fast time.
,
Alfred Valdez,
We have just discovered anEsubio Arrelano,
;
other Presbyterian Misión Sch-oFiladelfo Hurtado, ,
located at ilolnlan with a
M. Sandoval,
large attendance and two tea-- ;
"
Juan Valdez,
'chers.
L. Lucero,
Corp, J. P, Maes is making
Alex Cruz,
a hit with hijs Military drill in
The first game resulted in
the Mora Schools. The boys are
taking to it with enthusiasm and á score of 14-- 1 favor the first
the teachers are also pleased team, Myers and Maes were the
with the new diversion and train star performers. They, will be
ready son to take on any
ing.
HugM.
that think they- can play
,F.
and
Johnson
Holly
hes were here fi'om Solano, on barf.
School business last week.
real-esta-

for

022310,,

NW14, and.Wl2 SWV4,- Sec.23
and N2 NWI4, Section 26,
Township 17N, Range 29E, N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, bet
fore A. A. Wynne, U. Si Commissioner, at his office in Mosquero, N. M. on the 4th day of
May 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Zacarías Cordova, Miguel Martinez, Jose Inez Perea, and Demetrio Cordova, all of Mosquero.
New Mexico.
'
Paz Valverde

Lowest.

(Irvia OgdenSr Correspondent)

' '

APRIL

N

for PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Baum Bros.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

i.

'.
'NewMxko.

.'
',

Aw!. 1921.
Ctahíi'r.nt

'Kn

as witnesses:

Tuumb.ieh. A. I. Kurie- son. Luther Covnpnl and Oscar
Kidd, All of Róy New Mexico. '
Francisco Delgado

Register.

THE

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

April 16th, 135L

N

A PUBLIC SALE FOR THE
BENEFIT of the CATHOLIC
CHURCH.

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

"

CARD of THANKS.

'

Y.
:Riblished by;'
THET'SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
'
Frank L. Schultz Editor. '
Wra. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
;.

We desie to express our most
Heartful, appreciation to the
American Legion of Roy; as well
as the-- good- - people in general
for their great .attendance and
help which they gave us during
Che arrival, and until- the funeral took place of our beloved son
and brother Arturo Montoya,
whose remains were laid ta rest
in the Roy Cemetary, Friday
April 8th, 1921, and who lost his
life in action in France during
the Great World War.
.Jose Maria Montoya
and family.

St George School Grounds,
THURSDAY APRD2L1921.
CELEBRATION FEAST
Begins
WEDNESDAY EVE, 7P.MV
anfl Thursday at 10 A.M. and
the SALE at 1 P3L- KiWprritHUj A üoost 17. 1U
Various
KINDS of STOCK
s
matter at the postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
Entere as
Horses and Colts, Cows and
Calves, Goats, Sheep; vHogs,
The Baptist Sunday School Roosters and Hens, Household
STATE CONCLAVE OF
went to Mosquero last Sunday Goods, Fancy Work and Fresh
AMERICAN YEOMEN
'
and assisted that place in hold Pastries.
TUCUMCARI.
HELD AT
REFRESHMENTS
LUNCH
and
ing a Mesa Sunday School. 1 he
SERVED by the LADIES
The State Conclave of the whole7 school was loaded into -- EVERYBODY WELCOME-Wat- ch OIL STRUCK SOUTH
OF CHICO.
Brotherhood of American Yeo- automobiles and trucks and With
for the BILL HEADS.
men was held at Tucumcari in an hour were down at MosBazar given by the Ladies
News has reached Roy that
Wednesday April 13th. - Mrs. quero and holding Sunday Schand
Sisters Wednesday after oil has been struck whiledrilling
in
their
ool
they
were
just
as
if
Sunshine
represented
Roy
A.
F.
a well at the Jarett ranch 10
All who noon and evening 'April 20th.
Homestead No 1983 of this place own church at Roy.
miles
south of Chico and about
report
time
fine
a
went
down
were
The following delegates
NOTICE FOR BIDS.
40 miles north of Roy. The drill
elected to the National Conclave and a fine dinner.
is down only 164 feet,and struck
which will be held in Denver
Bids will be received up to water: and oil combined, there
given
party
was
surprise
A
Atwater,
June 13th, Mrs. Ida 0.
3 P.M. Monday April 25th, 1921
lf
inch of oil
Raton, N.M., and Lem A.' Wri- Mr. Walter Schneider at his for local Inspector in erection of being aobut
water
gallon
taken
each
on
of
of
12
miles
notheast
home
about
ght of Clovis N.M. Alternates
the Roy School Building. State from the well. Samples of the
his
of
town
week
in
honor
last
Albuquerof
B.
A.
Stafford
Mrs.
qualifications in bid and address oil have been sent to á labora
que and Mrs.' Margaret Nicho-lo- s birthday. We were unable to same to C. Ernest Anderson,
tory for testing. Geologists state
- particulars,
get
those
full
but
,
of Tucumcari.
Clerk of the Board of Education that the Chico anticline is one
great
and
present
report
time
a
elected
Officers
The State
t
of District No. 33
of the most promising oil locawe mea to una
eats galore,
were. Wm. Nicholos of
By
of
Board
of Edu tions in the state.
order
the
birthday
was,
but
wihch
out
it
Foreman ; Mrs. R. S.
cation of School District No. 33
Adams of Portales, State Mas- Walter Í3 keeping that to him
MOSQUERO and VICINITY.
day
for
pleasant
ter of Ceremonies; Mrs. Francis self. It was a
Are you taking advantage of
in
departed
present
all
those
and
'
Wright of Clovis, State Master
the bargains offered- at
Mrs. W.A. Steinbaugh has
evening
wishing
Walter
the
Roy
;
A.
Mrs.
Frank
Accounts
of
Shaya Company big sale.
several days but
been sick-fo- r
many more such happy
.,-- .
State Chaplain.,
is able to be up and around
The next Conclave will be held
Wm. Schoenerstedt of Mills again.
'
at Roswell N. Mex.
was in Roy on business the first
A ctiff little blizzard visited of the week.
'
Mr. Roy Keller is back from
:
Mrs. Roy reports a large atThursday
Soy
an
hour
for
about
Texas.
Mr. Keller said he came
delegates
tendance and that the
very near not coming back this
were royally entertained by the afternoon and we were just
CARD OF THANKS
going to We wish to express
A'1 fino wondering if we were
people of Tucumcari.
our thanks time, due to a storm m Texas
we
big
snows
those
one
have
of
proincluded
to thor.e who so nobly assisted where several were killed and
banquet was
in the
gram which took place immedia- have sometimes during the lat
m the search of our little dau much damage done.
tely after the Public Installation ter part of April cr the fore part ghter when she became lost last
Miss Mason of Clayton is visiof May.
Wednesday.Acts as ycu have ting her sister Mrs. Orrin Beat-t- y
of the State Officers.
The Yeomen Lodge is cnc of
done are worth the highest app:
this week.
have been asked repeate- rcciation and we wish to express
the fast growing organizations dlyWe"What
of,
become
the
has
flu,. C Q Qnh 'nn Qiin'f Wr P V
of the Fraternity of the west Bradley
them to 3rou all thru the Spanish
wake
Correspondent"
Tinker caled a special meeting
and is making rapid strides in up Bradley,
American.
we like to hear from
Henry' Garzina and Family Wed. eve to discuss New Ideas
membership in New Mexico.
you each week.
and for the purpose of making
for,
sale
Complete line of Dry Good? our school stronger and more
German Millet Seed
Perry King is ip. Roy this week just arrived at Shaya, Company interesting.
at $1.00 per bushel ; no sacks from
;. V,,,
Springer doing some elec- Stocv ' :
1
'v
furnished. H. W. Davi., mile
ti
Mr. L. Ni DeWeese and fa
trical work for the J.E. Busey . ' f
North of Brand School house.
v 4
,
mjly.
Company.
Mr. Burton ' árid ' family,
Messrs' Phillip" Sanchez anc
pd.
i .el v- .Mr. Coplin of the Mora Abstracl were dinner guésts at the C. W
C&. were jn Roy on business the Newman home hear Solano Smv
i We wil start selling milk at 10
of
large
Roberts
ad
Read the
cents
day
perquart
on
20th
the
first of t4i week. They expect day; Mrs. Newtnan' nad'a- very
nnd Olver this week i:'a3i'.tHey
The New
April.
one
Any
wanting
of
to open their new Abstract CoJ sumptous dinnfer.-mi'k
ycú
nave something id teH
mans are very1' hospitable ' and
Carding lumber, priego'1 )ü!
'genial in their - home ' and-i- t
"V
Jj.M. Eldy
makes you jfeel !goód;; to' visit
such people.

HARD LUCK!

-

.

Anybody can get along and smile and prosper when'
everything is giong right; when crops are good and the season propitious. ' But when adversity comes in its myriad
of forms, crop failures and calaminities, you will need, to
say the least, a bracer.

.

--

.

second-clas-

;'"

.

Then s the time you will need a little money in the
bank, and wlien the prudent man who has been establishing
a substantial connection with a good bank will appreciate
thereby derived.

,

-

HE WILL HAVE SOMETHING TO LEAN ON.
TRULY A "HELP IN TIME OF TROUBLE".

--

one-ha-

T T

I

1

Tin

& SAVINGS BANK

1

Tucum-cari.'Sta- te

,

'

$60,000.00

CAPITAL & SURPLUS

-

.
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"

Bank
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Minstrel
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At Roy, New Mexico,

Given by the

iWctlí

.1
'i

sudM'g; RASS SEED
$5.00 per 100'
Carload of Sinclair lubricating oils,
Cup and axle grease just received.
Get our prices before büying.

The Ladies Aid Society of the
M. E. Church, met with Mrs
Judge Smith last Thursday.P.M.
he attendance was good; many
matters of importance were diS'
cussed relative to several lines
of work which are to be take up
soon.
The fqlowing.. Oficcrs
were elected tor the ensuemg
year, Pres. Mrs. Drake ; 1st Vice
Pres. Mrs; DeWeese; 2nd Vice
Pres. Mrs. Harper 3rd, Vice
Pres; Mrs. Wickham Sec. Mrs
Mrs., Holland
Hubbler Asst.
Treas. Mrs. Beatty, Dainty re
freshments, were served after

$250.

.'

The price is now F. O. B. Roy

l.

''

DARK TOWN
COAL BLACK

NIGGER

the school house Sunday Apri
10th, under the direction of the
Baptist people was quite a suco
ess and there were over 200
present.
,
;

Time : two and one half hours.
(Adults
(ChUdren

rXVlyliO

;

Will

The Roy Baptist Sunday Sch

MOONE TRACTOR

"EXPOUNDERATING" MUSIC
A
BY' '
Orchestra and Band. '
Ccmic jokes, Debates and Songs ,
.

the business hour.
Mrs. John McNeil who is at
the Self Hospital at Roy is im
proving rapidly and will soon be

.

f

Liberty v(iárágé.;

at home.
The baptist dinner given at

IN THE PRICE

O

7;.,!;r'át;thé:::

'

DECLINE OF

:

MONDAY APRIL 18th, 1921

--

PjpijH

:

j

conjunction with the Mes
thodist Sunday School, had cha- rgeof the Sunday school hour.
under the name of thé Mesa Co
operative Sun dáy School. The
Secretary s report showed 150
present; this was the" largest
audience ever: assembled in this
House of ' Worship.' Rev. B,
Massagee of Colfax County pre
ched at eleven o'clock; his theme
being "So Great Salvation" ta
ken from Hebtew 2 ;3. After Ser
vices a realy great; dinner y as'
served by th e ladies ''which was
much enjoyed J everyone pre--

start promptly at

55c
28é:
8.00

col in

THE SERVICE GARAGE

,

i

$i,i5q.oq

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF STAR WIND
ÍMILLS, CYLINDERS AND PIPE.

RAYMOND PENDLETON
;
k

BRING
'

n

liioutnnn, uerK.
meeting is npty1 in prtfgtes
4

AVINE SAP APPLES

$2.50 PER BOX
i
WHILE THEY LAST,

Floersheim Merc. Co.

illlCICOV

i,..,'.vji;i
UilUYi,,

KXUWMUX

'at

Mosquera last

ta understand, as
the papers went down on the
Polly Sunday afternoon. .. The
trainmen must' have forgotten
to throw off the mail at Mosquera, from the north, as this is the
only reason t6at.fuu be t given
for them amviaelate. u .

snn'oHol orí)

!

AiHAVEOTOj:;

aO

We will overhaul your FORD motor, and born
bearings for $20.00, we use genuine Ford parta

No phony, parts.

;:.-::,.-

'.

'i":4'--

'.,'-'.- .

'

Let us recharge .that Magneto that has been
giving'; ur such bum, service..' ,rr ofed.JIasnetos re
íhárgé( in or oat of car for $2.50 other mágnetos"
50c per magnet,

Just why the Spanish Ameti

can was late
week is hard

OTiyÜm

''''''''

BY COMPETENT MECHANICS.''

-

.JJ.J

GERALD TÓDBS

.:Eletrical Specialists.

OyÉRJIAULKÍG

In the afternoon1 a Missionary
baptist Uhurch was organized
and Rev. Massagee of Montoya
was elected Pastor. A. II. Mc-

MUUCU

'ii'

'&

FORD PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND
U. S. L. BATTERIES.

.V

"

CTE SPANAMERICAN
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS.

iCOÍJGISS HEARS

Mr. Ralph Cottinghám, from

Springer was visiting his bro
ther Walter and looking'oyer the
lumber v business in Mosepero
tie later part of last week.
FILIPINO The Springer Lumber Com-- ;
pany completed the purchase of!
five lots in Mosquero last week
Washington,
on which fhey. will- - commence:
"Must tíie beárt active improvements in
the near

DRAMATIC PLEA
FR0L1

;

i.miMMUwiiiiimimrf

iuk.wwho

,

The Roy High School has begun work on a play to- - be given
sometime in May.
The play
"A Poor Married Man" is a farce
comedy (in three acts by Walter
Ben Hare. The characters have
been selected aod are hard at
work on their lines. The characters of the play are: A Poor
Married Man, 'A country Phy
sician. a popular college boy,
a black trump, :some mother-in-la-

April

beat

1921.

Ql5
MAKING HIS MARK

if,,,,

As a rule

;

;

ft

(

f.

i

Don't forget the R.R. Leach
sale next Tuesday ; Fine bunch
of milk cows, good horses . and
farm machinery, all goes to the
highest bidder.

their success

is not as sudden as it
seems. Years of careful
saving and nlanning, and
strict attention to busi-ness-th- en
the arrive.

Ray Buseys and Vern Carris
were business visitors in and
near Maxwell thi3 week selling
cream separators and milking
machines.

W

J. E. Wagner and family have
moved to Roy fromSolano where

These examples should serve as inspiration to
the young man or young woman wjth ambition.

he will serve as apprentice under
Section Foreman A. J. Hern.

,Tryour

monev ireíully in an account at the
STATE BANK and be ready for your
opportunity. A small deposit will, open an Account here,
--

,

Mr. Béntley of Mills, was in
Roy the first of the week asking
for more aid to help hunt the
lost child of Mr. Spencer.

.

CITIZENS STATE BANK
Milk, New Mexico

Mr. McDonald a prominent
lawyer' of Clayton, was in Roy
the first f the week conducting
a contest hearing before U. S.
Cmmissioner Foster.

&-S.-

.

then, In International Justice?
"My plea, gentlemen oí the American Congress, is that yon ignore.no
longer the repeated requests of a deserving people for an Independence
that rightfully belongs to them. The
granting 'of independence now affords
the United States a golden opportunity
to give to the world unanswerable
proof of its sincerity, its consistency
and its altruism. It will be the great-es- t
example of square dealing in the
history of the ages.
;
r
"Do not think we are not appre- dative of all you have done for us.
We are. America has truly treated
j the Filipina people as no other nation
I has ever treated an alien race In all
iistory. The high points of the American policy In' the Philippines have
been consistently inspired by altruism.
We know that1 you were actuated In

James Reiser, "c?..'mear
Gallejrss after looking the new
county seat over, has decided tc
locate "here permanently and
will engage' in the carpentering
Mr.

business.

J

your labors by the desire to contrib
to our own welfare.
, "And we Ioto you perhaps most of
all for your solemn promise to grant
us that which we hold dearer than life
Itself our freedom. Independence, is
jour national Ideal. It is; our ail ate
porting aim. It grows stronger every
tiour. For the, spirit of nationalism
never dies. Miich less can It be
We believe that we can never
hope to be a sturdy nation if we are
to rely forever on the magnanimity of
the United States.
"America's taeft in the Philippine
Islands is finished. What you have ast
sumed as your sacred obligation "In
'that part of the world has been fulfilled. A people with a medieval, system of institutions has been transformed into a conscious nation, imbued with all that Is modern in the
activities of nations. And if you give
us independence our gratitude to you
will increase a thousand fold; It will
'last forever If you keep faith with us.
"There is but one issue in the Philippine question, and that is: Is there
today a stable government on the Islands? In the Jones law you promised
Independence upon the establishment
of such a stable, government Your

ute

..;

i

Governor-Gener-

has

Mr. Gatea of the Hutchinson
school was a visitor in our school Tuesday.
He made a very
fine talk emphasizing the thought of the values that Dollar
cant touy, and urging that we
give more thought to such values, as a remedy for some of
the evils of the world.

Hail In surance
AND

-

When vaccinating ihat calf,
for .blackleg, use the best vaccine,' For sale by the; '
S.E. Paxton Groe Co. and T. J.

i

''1

Heimamt; Roy," New Mexico.

,

,

,

;

officially

reported that there Is a stable government In existence today, and we
also have submitted plenty of evidence
jto substantiate its existence. Therefore, we hope, and expect America will
now carry out Its pledge."
;
FINE HAT MAKING
A PHILIPPINE ART

What

at Shaya

Company big sale.

:

sub-jdne- d.

own

Have yoa seen it?
The Smash in Prices

quero.
The "Mentiras Club" again
met at the Mesa Hotel last week
with almost ithe entire membership in attendance. The meeting had hardly been called to
order before a motion was made
to expel one f the members for
the reason that one of hs 'stories
had turned out to be, in other
words of the speaker, "If not
exactly untruthful at least slightly exagerated" He insisted
that the reputatioA for truth
and veracity of the members,
Ike Caesers wife must be "above
suspicion"
A heated debate
followed which resulted in the
member accused ofhaving been

The Harding County Abstract
Company, recently incorporated
had Messrs .Sanchez-- ; and Gope-lan- d
looking .oyer the town for
a location Saturday of last week.
Unable to find a building that
they could, rent, . they have determined tO' build and will have
an estimate made of the amount
of lumber required, and be ready
to talk business to the contractors within about two weeks guilty of
slight exageration
from now.
,
being suspended frbin the right
We admit that the , weather to participate in any;, further
Has been "changeable: during the events for a period of thirty
That, warm spring days. President Kingsbury
lastsw,eek;
that the subject for the
days and biting eld winter days
have alternated ahdfollwed'one evenings competition would be
another, f Bui v we deny that it the offer of a punk cigar fpr the
was fcoJhoi ne.aáornng that one best story j the "meanest man"
of our tallest merchants was Mr. Hary Kingsbury stated that
qver conier-witheat and the "according ,to his idea the mea' éúddeníy
changing had nest man that he evér heard of
weather
his ears frost batten, before he was the fellow1 that' sued the
could ;be' carried into ihe house. surgeon who removed a Wart
Who ever started this rumor from his throat on the grounds
was deliberately libeling the that "that wart had served him
climate of our county seat. We for a collar button for the last
deny the allegation and defy the ten years" Mr. Walter Cotting-hastated "that Mr. Kingsallegation.
bury's champion couldn't hold
Mrs. Castle, daughter of L. W. a candle to a fellow that he knew
Wilson, who now resides in Ari back in ' Indiana who was so
zona, is visiting the parental blamed mean, that he made his
home for a couple of weeks and wife refrain from looking thru
renewing acquaintances with her her glasses as much as possible
many friends in and' around to keep from Wearing them out
Mosquero and vicinity.
too quickly, while Mr. Foster
won
the prize by telling of an
Miss Mason, sister of Mrs.
of his down in
acquaintance
Orrin Beatty, from Clayton, is
who was digging a well.
visiting her sister at Black Lake Texas
"
and adding life and gayety'toJ When he went to work one mor
the ' Mosquero' younger " set by ning,"said Mr. Foster," he found
that the well had caved in du
her presence.
He hung his
ring the flight.
The crowd that gathered at coat on a nearby bush, hid his
the Mosquero School House Sun tools in the brush and went off
day to hear the preaching of into the woods and lay down
Rev. Massagee and enjoy the and went to ' sleep.
At noon
basket dinner was a revelation when he failed to show up for
to the uninitiated who might dinner, his wife went down, to
imagine V from, a casual ; glance the well to see what had hapover the mesa, that there were pened, and finding his coat near
not so many people on the whole by and the well caved in, gave
Mesa or in the entire County of the alarm and called the neigh
Harding as were present, por os bors in to dig the poor fellow's
much good food, nor so many body out of the Well. After they
expertcooks in the whole state had carefully removed all of the
as contributed tó thé ' many dirt and were standing around
good things to eat that was the hole in
solenr
spread out to the merciles on- nity he appeared, rubbing his
slaught of the hungry and ap eyes from his long nap, thanked
preciative crowd.
them for having sayed him the,
trouble of shoveling out so much
;us
.This weeká'fríáií11 bróuglit
and scolded his wife because;
dirt
following
querry
from one she hadn't brought hint, a
the
6f "our 7 femihirie'- Teáders who lunch. The meeting then hot
ad
signs herself "A perplexed wife" journed until
next,

rd

Congress met in special session Tuesday ahd the tariff question was the first measure considered by the. body.

Each year men are
.forging ahead, coming in
;fl,to prominence in the bu-smess world, who have
not been héard of before
by the public.
;

w,

fl

lhe üounty. Board were awe
to pajr but
of their
outstanding bills at their meet-ing last weke. We sure must be '
getting poor in Mora Co., glad
we are in the new County
; on-thi-

her charming daughter,
a little freshman girl and a coldom of Ireland, of
Dr. Daciels from Roy purcha- lege reporter.
All the action
Poland and til flie 3 sed the house and
lot of Jose takes pláce in Professors ' Wise's
uzeeno - Slovaks,
and not far the Armijo on Main Street and ex- pretty little bungalow.'
independence
d pects .to purchase other Ms an
For Sale or Trade; '
the Philippine Is- the near future and will put in
a drug Store, also build a mo- . .Big German 'Millet and early
lands?"
This vng' th
dern .hospital at the County Amber Cane Seed $1.00 per bu.
question Uesideut seat in
will, exchange for cor or beans.
the near future.
Commissioner
E. S. Cameron
Ifnuro ChlralOnn
He was assisted in making 3iis on the Chas .Davis Farm, Roy,
of the Philippines! purchase and deciding to locate
Philippine íRetldent
adresscd dixectly here bytthe Booster Association. New Mexico.
to the' member- Commissioner
The Alison interests, who are when they drop into see him.
fillip of the House
liauro Qabaldon
The literary the other night
of Represcntatoes drllingian oil well near Pasa- In a speech which was
ciwn very monte have purchased a lot of was well attended and a nice
close attention and was frequently p-- the casing left at Mosquero by
little, program was rendered.'
piauaea.
Co. at One of the interesting events of
the
American
Producers
"At one time," said Commissioner
Bueyeros and are freighting it the evening was an entertaining
Gabaldoa, "Congress had before t no
to
the Pasamonte location. Mr. and instructive talk by Mr.
less than thirty resolutions expressing
sympathy with the aspirations of the Roy Brown is doing the haifling McGinmos, of Roy, on .he InIrish people, If not aetualy urging Eng- lor xheni.
dians of the Southwest.
land to;grant Independence to Ireland.
A number of civil engineers
Dr. McKinney after a siege tf
At that time,', also the Filipinos tvere
from
office at
the E.P..
.knocking at your donr. Out of the sickness that
has lasted for Tucumcari
were in town a few
womb of war, many European repub- a couple of weeks and called his
lics wera born, and America has
wife home from her Oklahoma days of last week and the first
to uphold the same. And yet visit, "is again able to be up and part of this surveying out some
the claim of the Filipinos Is still
around and greeting his inany of the lands near the railway
Must there be exceptions,
right of way Northwest of Mosfriends once again.
of 'Amerle

i 6th,

HTifiHrrrrnm

.

The School Board held an important meeting last Wednesday
evening and laid
plans to removex'the lold school
house material f com the grounds
They are ready to receive the
bids on the new School building-ariwe feels sure that everv- thing will
e in readiness for
school by September first.
,
the-necess-

:

i

"

,

Kifr. Wilson Mósqüer

.',

:
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YES, LUMBER IS DOWN
DOWN TO WHERE A FARMER
CAN AFFORD TO BUILD ANYTHING THAT CAN BE MADE" OF LUMBER. EVEN IN THE FACE OF A LOW MARKET ON FARM , PRO'
'
'
;' ,
DUCTS.
)
l
,'
;;'
t
.

'

,'

,

LUMBER WAS THE LAST GREAT COMMODITY TO GO UP
AND THE FIRST TO COME TDOWN.1 TODAY "LUMBER PRICES ARE
DOWN TO WHERE IT IS HARD TO SEE HOW THEY CAN GO ANY
'
LOWER WHEN COSTS ARE CONSIDERED.

'

-

YOU FARMERS
HAVE REASON TO BE DISAPPOINTED IN
THE RETURNS FROM LAST YEAR'S CROPS, BUT WITH UJMBER
SELLING ON THE PRESENT BASIS WE DON'T BELIEVE YOUCAN
AFFORD NOT TO DO WHATEVER BUILDING OR REPAIRING MAY
BE NECESSARY BEFORE SPRING WORK COiLMENCES
,

,

;
:

t,
,

"

WHETHER
IT'S A BARN
OS A SHED, OR JUST SOMF
BOARDS FOR FIXING UP AROUND THE PLACE, THE FACTS ABOUT
"

(

;

.

non-pluss-

ed

-

-

COME IN AND TALK OVER Yfltm PiPTirmAn nnnmm.
:;WE WANT TO BE HELPFUL, AND WE WELCOME AN
1

Ü

:i':'

3rSSr

;

:

regular
the
"I want to ' bov , mv husbánd meeting at which
"
time;
the adbirtnday present." What would

J

a

mission of Mr. D.' S. Durrin, atyou suggest?" "He both chews torney from Splaiio will be
voted
"
and smokes" In reply we would upon. ..
'
'.V:say that if your husband chews
Mr. Blakelyl i of theVjQaytoh
the DroDer Dresent would nro- - National Banü wás , á hlisiness
bably be as follows. ..Since indi- visitor in the; hew county seat
vidual thinking' cups aré how in Monda? looking over some
This Filipina la making a "Pbllippln
style, take, a common bid fashioone of his clients is purhat which Is becoming quite popular ned spitoon, paint a few flowers
chasings
y.v.
In
:.'.v.
women
the
men
with both
and
on it, tie a couple of apron
Spanish American was
The
United States, and la usually a aourof
strings to it and make him an several days late in arriving
of great pride to the wearer.
at
individual spitting cup.' When the Mosquero post office
i
this
he comes into thehouse, tie it week, and it was an object les
FILIPINO INDEPENDENCE,
so that he will son in showing it's' popularity to
BUT) NO GUARANTY around,
not have to look all over the stana around
and listen at the
(Chícate Tribune.)
for a cuspidor. An extra kick of the patrons
at the post-offi' Wa do not blame the Filipino pooplo house
one would be nice to have around
window, hen it fails to
tor wasting Chair complete freedom. It
for his tobacco' chewing friends appear as expected.
tho wtaral'aipttatlen'cri maaktsA.
1

-

--

i.

his-nec-

k

cat-tle'th-

at
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,' F. S. Strickland, Manager.
Í
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We endeavor to render that class of

SPÁNÍSSFAiíEIlICAN

MILLS and VICINITY.

'APRIL

FATJO'S HONEY

a. verv Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
nreache
interesting sermon here Sunday,
For ale by the cas
ine cnurcn was lull oi people
, and in S gal. cans
ana every one was very atten Retailed by all
tive.
Leading urocers
us
gives
Freeman Tedford arrived one
Italian Bees and Queens
day last week for an extended
visit with his brother Ira.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Leonhard
Springer, New Mex.
were the Sunday dinner guests P.O.Box
with" us.
Munsey.
oi Mr. ana Mrs. J.
miss Maoie brratn. is quite NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
GARAGE
sick with tonsilitis at this wri
NOTICE is hereby eiven that
ting.
MOSQUERO
bids will be received by
sealed
We are not adopted, to making
PARTS
FORD
of the Board of
Secretary
FISK. & GOODYEAR TIRES
anoloffies hut there has heen two the
Anderson
C.
Ernest
Education,
or three things published in our
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
DisIndependent
Roy
the
for
peritems lately about different
Mexico,
New
Roy,
33,
No.
sons which we have learned were trict
not true; so we wish to plead in until 3 o'clock P. M. on the 25th
self defense we were misinfor day of April, 1921, for the furnishing of all materials, labor
med.
.Mr., and Mrs. Bruce Mover, etc. for a brick, cement, tile ánd
including
are the possessors of a brand frame school building,
heating
for
and
all
nlnmhinff
new Ford which they purchased
ana
pians
tne
by
as
shown
same
in bpnnger one day last week,.
BerWe wish to thank Mr. Ogden specifications made, by J.C.
Amarillo,
Architects,
Co.
ry
and
for kindly assisting us in our
controversey with "The Devil", Texas.
Each bidder is required to file
also to warn him that he had
V
THE KIND YOU WANT
,
his Di'onosal a certified
with
better take our advice, although
given on some Banking
no
check,
make
you
we
daily,
hence
as
groceries
unasked lor, and resolve,
We receive fresh
$500.00
'
have done, to say nothing, again institution in the sum of
mistake when you buv them of the
President
to
the
payable
made
aerainst His Satanic Maiesty.
Education, Re
1 his. community was shocked of the Board, of
. as
a guarantee
Lopez,
migio
last Wednesday when it became
enter into
once
at
will
he
that
known thát Mrs. John Haner
formerly of this place but now a contract with the said School
of Center Colo, had shot and District and that he will also
killed two men near there. The furnish wthin sixteen days from
Denver Post gave a detailed date of contract, a srood and Suf
account of the affair during ficient Surety Bond, in the sum
which it stated that owing to ot fifty percentum oí uie con
HAVE
WE
IENE
GROCERY
tne
THE
IN
IF IT'S
the fact these men had been in tract price, guaranteeing con
of
the
nerfcrmance
fathful
IT. MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADstrumental in securing bond for
of all
QUARTERS .WHEN IN MILLS.
Mr. Haner who was in j ail tor tract and the payment
etc.
materials
labor,
for
claims
stealing hosrs. had tried to take
Failure
building.
said
against
T. A. TURNER. Prop.
Haner
her.Mrs.
the advantage of
to make
New Mexico'.
Mills.
is well and favorably known her to sign the contract or
forfeit
will'
bond
required
the
where they proved up a claim
"unconditio-nalnal"-t- o
check
certified
the
eio-hof
west
north
miles
about
the School District.
Mills. We are strictly opposed to
wishing to bid on
Contractors
men
takinsr the life of our fellow
secure plans
can
contract
said
can
we
true
reports
are
but if all
Secretary
Philip'
makng apby
Sanchez,
specifications
N
and
not Help but exclaim "well done"
V. K. Copien, Vice President
IN
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE
secretary
of the
IN
to
plication
the
COUNTY
of
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE
old
son
TAXES AND
The little three year
ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
.
WORK.
Roy
WORK.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spencer beca- Board, C.Ernest Anderson,
at
Architect
The
or
Mexico
New
me separated, from his parents,
depo
Texas,
the
and
Amarrillo.
miMORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
one
about
Sunday after noon
guarantee
INCORPORATED.
le west of Albert Day,s ranch siting of $25.00 as a
bid
á
bonafide
lands.
will
all
file
hi
he
that
indexes
Complete
and at this writing (Tues.) has
will
he
and
that
contract
on
the
'
ate
dinner
He
found.
yet
ben
not
compiled to all lands in Mora County.
AHSTKAf'TS
to.
with his parents and grandpar- also return the ülans with his
of parties living outside ot state attended
YAXhS
'
ents just over the edge of the bid.
IN'TOkMATIOX turnished of assessments, tuxcs.flf.to.
lurmslicd.
vim rock after which Forbes Sp
President of the
R. Lopez
copies of any recorded instruments
OnmTTKn
etc.
MortauSjcsr
encer and his wife started to the
'
Deeds,
IU.uVkiHinC,
attended to,
Education,
of
Board
car to go to the Gonzales spring
'N'OTAUV
WIv ot all kinds executed.
for water. This boy and Forbs' School District No.33, Roy, N.M
boy started to follow but' Mrs. Attest:
'
AH matters ntrusted to us
Sqencer called to her boy to C. Ernest Anderson,
PROMPTNESS and
come back. Forbs took liis boy
Clerk.
along but did not take the other
very reasonable charges.
YCL'R BUSINESS SjUIi- -i
little fellow supposing his mother did not want him to go.
When the boy did not return his
mother, being down out of sight,
concluded Forbes had taken him
too. After about an hour, Forbes
and his wife returned then it
became known he was with
neither. This is a sad misfor
tune and we extend to the be
reaved ones our deepst sym
pathy. '
r
Our "Ben" author oí tne Mos
quero Mentiras is certainly a
wonder. We have tnea writing
spring poetry, as Mr. Ogden
opportunity
neay
land of
WE will sell you one in the
threatened to do. but it seemss
-the
to Jiave no effect what ever on
RoyNew Mexico the garden spot of
him. We are now wondering n
Land that will produce, wonderful
to
three
two
land
we should have doubled the dose
in
your
schools, where crops pay for
Coun-ír- y
Ben! Ben! Sometimes you hand
investor
small
vTars Pri ed within reach of the
ACT
us a punk cigar and before we
fast,
advancing
developing very rapidly, land
recover from the shock! Ben!
You oleased us immensely by
NOW before it is out of your reach.
stating your good opinion of us

Rev. Cook

'

service which the present day motorist
pleas
demands and expects. It
ure to adjust any unsatisfactory dealing
you might liave

Fatjo Apiaries

j

o

PIONEER

Groceries!
Groceries!

..

T. A. Turner
CASH GROCERY

THERE 'ARE CHEAPER BATTERIES, BOTH IN

PRICE AND WORKMANSHIP, BUT NO MATTER HOW
MUCH YOU PAY FOR A BATTERY, YOU CAN BUY NO
BETTER THAN THE U. S. L., -- THE BATTERY WITH
THE FAMOUS MACHINE PASTED PLATES,
POST BUSHINGS, AND SHIPMOULDED-IPED DRY CHARGED.
NON-LEAKIN-

N

FORD MAGNETOS recharged
OTHER MAGNETOS, per bar

$2.50
.50

ANDERSON BATTERY
STATION
U. S. L. SERVICE

Batteries tested and water free.

We are now prepares to serve
ICE CREAM and all kinds
"ICED DRINKS"
We handle the famous

"MASONS CREAM"

"

.

.,

REPAIRS made by a U. S. L. Service Station, carry
an eight months guarantee, only the best of materials are
used, and the charges are as low as' the cost of good matearíais will ollow. Each Station is'equiped with the, most up
to date equipment obtainable.

t

,

G

THE KIND YOU ALL LIKE SO WELL

OUR Bakery Department
always has a fine line of fresh

'

BREAD and PASTRIES

,

dj?1.h

.

:

.

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.MXE WIS Prop.

THE FAMOUS HOLT

DO YOU WANT
A HOME?

TaJ i

1 1 1

I

I

T7K

X.

in'

'

Rcg.U3.Pat.OfL

m.

Self Propelled Combine Harvesting
Ma c hi n e r y

and we sincerely wish we could
return the same compliment, but
strange as it may seem, we cannot - Then before the said
honuet fairlv lands at our feet
vou take a look in that little
mirror of yours, which, woman
ike. you have always with you,
nun see where vou are better.
Ben! Ben! Do you not know it
is writing, "Be not wise m your
Awn rnnreits" Also. He that is
frst in his own cause SEEMETH
iust, but his neighbor cometh
and searcheth him. "ueni ten:

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO

McCarger & Hooper
ROY, NEW MEXICO

,

WANTED!
Stills! to be used
for gas pipe on Ford cars, write
or apply at tne;

Spring Will Soon Be Here

Stnnd hand

TO
WHY NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS
STUCCOED
If .IIAVE YOUR HOUSE
When having this kjnd of work
work, it will pay you to have it aone.u

15EUV MU I UK VA.

done Pr any cement
wi

sfv.

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.

LeE. F.HENRY
The Contractor do it for you.
"'.Roy,

New Mexico.

.KfSf-Jir- fi

...

Roy. New Mexico.
you a good cash
pay
We will
price for same.
,

-

-

The Spanish American is m
receipt of a letter from Brother
Ogden, of Mora and he says ne
has Misters all over his hands
and is sunburnt good and proper
He is helping Jim Prichard build
a large flume, but you can easily
rad between lines that he wishes
he was back at Roy ad in the
new' county of Harding; Come
Ogden, we'll give
you the glad hand of welcome.

oil

back-Bro-

.

hnwvnu can nut u our wheat in the grain- ary at ONE FOURTH the COST of heading and threshing.
T

i iis

tll vim

E. A. FLAVELL
Salesman.

WM. BKASHEAKS
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
HOLT MANUFACTURING

COMPANY.

THE

ID)ia,lvE'j
WITH

LIBRARY

OF

EASY PAYMENTS

"Erie Cords"
QUALITY

AND

&

(Western

Fabric"
for price
lilt.

Writ

BERT A. HOSFORD,

Aroma St.

1SS6

UY AT WHOLESALE.
Anr salesman leu 25 par
cant mora for his loodj irhen mu
not familiar
with prices.
Bend for our veekl
price Hat, A83, of
aroeeriei and supplies.- 8tKktrown
Wkeleute tip-pi- ?
Co., 1523 19tk 8L, r. S.
1442. Deanr.

in

In

HOME OF THE COLE
THE IEST III USED CARS.
ALWAYS

Writ!

Sly k

Hill,

CO

til for Complin loiornutloo.
1225 IR8A0WAY

CLASSES
SPHERICAL

SHELL EYE
WITH LARGE
LENSES

The annual spring

CSHHETE
tf"C 7C

PO.O

TORIC OPTICAL CO.. 1515 Stoat St.

PAINTS

AND

irs

WALL PAPER

Flint, lallon. $2.90; BlKk Roof Flint, ill-Io98c; Will Finer Cieimr, cin. lut; Will Finer,
Imible roll, JOt.
8KND rOR SAMPLES.
Arrow Flint S Will riier Cl, 14th 8. CilU.. Penwr

Howe

-- -

l

"I have actually gained twenty-fiv- e
pounds and I just think Tanlac Is the
grandest medicine in the world, said
Mrs. Robert O. Reynolds, 127 North
Denver St., Kansas City, Mo.
"For ten long years I suffered from
a very bad form of rheumatism, stom
when lo U. 8. it Deorer prkei. Unutlufictorr work
ach and nervous troubles. My appe
returned
our upen.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACTORY, YELLOW
CHAMPA STREET..
FRONT, 135J
tite was very poor. What little I did
eat soured on my stomach and I suf
T
FIH8HINÍ.
MOkK
"KTiTiAVQ
rM, ij.tirUli Cmipmy. fered the most severe pains In my
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, back, hips and shoulders. My rheu
62$ Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
matism was so bad that I could not
THE ROASTEI
BUY
COFFEE FROM
raise my hands td comb my hair and
Get Wbolmele Price. Write for Sample.
my arms hurt me to my finger tips.
THE SPRAY COFFEE AND SPICE CO.
t
tat Market Stmta, DeaNr I became so weak and run down that
I lost all my energy and life had be
SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING come almost a burden. I tried many
10 Eut Col tax.
Mill Orden Giren Prompt Attention.
things but nothing helped me.
T had only taken my first bottle
BALDHEADS Prof. Charles will fit you
with the most natural Toupee. Charles of Tanlac when I noticed my appetite
Hair & Beauty Shop, 410 16th St.,Denver was Improving and I could sleep bet
ter at night I have taken three bot
ties and the way It has helped me and
den solicited. Caitllle'l Hair Stem, 616 15th St., Doom
built me up is really astonishing. 1
can eat anything and everything withFLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS,
Park Floral Co., 1643 Broadway.
out the slightest disagreeable after
BEAUTY PARLORS. Hair Goods by effects. I sleep just fine at night and
mail. Millicent Hart Co.. 721 16th St am in better health than I have been
for years. I am glad to give this
JEWELRY CO. Dia
monds, watches, silverware, out town statement, hoping that any who are
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
suffering as I. did may experience the
Side and back curtains. same wonderful results, which I be
AUTO TOPS.
PI.
1351
C.
Court
P. Bliss,
Mail orders.
lieve they will if they give Tanlac a

CLEANING Garment
dyed any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service.
Grail
Building, Seventeenth and Loca
St.
GRUNO

DRY

Out-of-to-

SHOES REPAIRED

,,

JJUtIa

Twaaty-lri-

hair goods í:et"mT;:
BOH1W-ALLE-

N

Urge Soldiers to Get Medals.
Denver. "If you were in the army
and didn't get your Victory medal you
can get It by. producing your discharge
papers." That was the announcement
made by Lieut. Col. B. J. Reaney, commandant at Fort Logan,, who has been
named the officer in charge of the distribution for Colorado and Wyoming.
"There are from 60,000 to 70,000 men
in Colorado and Wyoming who are en
titled to medals, and about 20,000 have
obtained them," said Colonel Keaney.
"There Is absolutely do cost for the
medals. Outside of Denver a man may
co to the adjutant of the local Amer
lean Legion Dost for his medal, or to
any army officer at any school. If
there la no such person he can write
'
direct to me at Fort Logan."
Amer
adjutant
David,
the
of
Morton
ican Legion in Colorado, is planning
to have all the members or the Legion
turn out in their respective towns In
uniform on Decoration day, and he is
urging that all wear their Victory
medals.
Match Plant Burned.
Sand Point, Ida. Fire of unknown
origin destroyed the block plant east
of here of the Sommers Match Com
pany of Soglnaw, Mich. The loss is

estimated at

$27,500.

'

Market
Farmers Favor
Chicago. Representatives of the
farmers in convention here voted
accept the report of
unanimously-tthe committee of seventeen which provided, for formation of a
agency to market the nation's grain.
The report was adopted after a two-dafight in which delegates sought
to have it amended so that pooling o
grain by the farmers would be com
pulsory instead of optional, as provid
to
ed in the report. An amendment
that effect was defeated, 61 to 38. An
other amendment offered by Carl Wil
liams of Oklahoma that the pooling be
made compulsory in states where
wheat is the predominant grain also
was defeated, and the convention then
unanimously adopted the committee
report.
stock
.Under the plan a'
corporation will be formed through
which the grain will be handled from
the time it is raised until it reaches
the manufacturer or consumer.
Each member of the corporation will
pay a fee of $10 for expenses.
y,

non-prof- it

Burning Coal Surplus,
To determine whether
Washington.
coal consumers are unwisely burning
their reserve supplies, the geological
survey sent out a questionnaire inquiring about stocks of coal April 1. The
purpose, it was explained by Director
!
Smith, is to find out how much coal la
being carried over.fronr the past coal
- year. In order that consumers and pro
ducers may plan for next year. Bitum
inous production the third week In
March was down to 6,468,000 tons, (he
lowest except during the 1919 coal
'

trlke.

v

fair trial."
Tanlac Is sold by lending druggists
Adv.

everywhere.

Simple Deduction.
s
"Saw Mr. and Mrs. Bangs going to
Church this morning."
"Did she have on a new hat?"
"Why, I think not."
must drop in and see poor
"Then
old Bangs."
"What's the Idea?"
"Why, If they were going to church,
and she hadn't on a new hat, he's

Í

had another

bad attack

of heart

trouble."

WOMEN

NEED

SWAMOT

round-u- p

WAR ON MAIL BANDITS
DRASTIC

METHODS
WILL
USED TO STOP STEALING

(Westers

for

Guadalupe county was held in Santa
Rosa, New Mexico, April 9 and
10, when over $1,000 In prizes were
awarded to the winners.
Directors of the Chamber of Commerce of Douglas, Ariz., unanimously
voted down the plan placed before
them to return to the daylight saving
plan April 1 to October 1. '
The Fort Bayard, N. M., post of Vet
erans of Foreign Wars will stage a
big roundup the first week in May, and

the arena, grandstand and the bleach
ers are now under construction. ' '
Tomas Ramon, convicted of murder
In thef lrst degree in connection with
the robbing of a mercantile store In
Tempe some months ago, has appealed
his case to the State Supreme Court
Francisco Ramones, escaped convict
from Florence, was captured in Tuc-- .
son by Sheriff Daniels and Deputy
Hicks. Ramones was convicted of burglary and given a sentence of from two
to three xeara,
Mrs. Clarence V. Hopkins, wife of
prominent mining engineer and former
official of the United Verde Copper
Company, was rushed to the Prescott
county Jail to protect her from vio
lence, following the throwing of a poisonous acid into the face of Miss Lucille Gallagher, a Jerome, Ariz., school
tpneher.

...

The New Mexico Corporation Com
nilssioti has been notified by the Santa

Fé railway that

the rate

Thousands Of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.'
Fain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms f kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
a physician's preKilmer's Swamp-Rooscription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
t,

im-

mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first tq test tins
(Treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
Had Experience.
In the old days of the draft an examiner was putting Sambo through
the usual course of questions. "Any
previous military experience?" "Lord,
yes, boss," replied Sambo.
"Ise an
Ise been shot at three times
befo' they ever was a war."
r.

BE

OF MAIL.

Increases

would be suspended for cattlemen ship
ping their cattle from the drought
stricken, districts in the southwestern
part of New Mexico to the northern

Netspaper

Union

News

Service. )

Washington, April 11. Daring hold
ups, terrorizing of defenseless postal
clerks, and the stealing of thousands
of dollars' worth of valuable mail are
going to be things of the past, Postmaster General Will H. Hays said in a
statement In which he sounded a warning that "these criminals will be han
dled as they were in the old Wells-Farg- o
days" In the West.
Arming of all postal employés en
gaged in handling valuable mall and
the offering of a reward of $5,000 to
any person who brings in a mall robber were announced as the first steps
in the government's plan to stop the
stealing of mail.
The postmaster general's decision
that "these robberies must stop and
stop now," came after a conference
with a number of postoffice Inspectors,
and It Is understood that they placed
before him not only their recommendations, but confidential reports of all
robberies which have taken place during the past two years.
"We are going to use every power
available to stop these robberies,"
Postmaster General Hays said.
"No matter how drastic the method
Is, if It will be effective we will put
it Into practice. The West knows how
to handle these criminals, Just as they
days."
used to in the old Wells-FargNumerous mail robberies during the
past two years have caused the PostDepartment and its corps of inspectors
concern, and when Postmuster General
Hays took office one of the first prob
him was a
lenis which confronted
method for bringing to an immediate
series of daring rob
halt a nation-wid- e
o

From Report Made, Post Office Em
ployee Had Decidedly Poor Opinion of That New Trailer.
Once on a time an automobile con- ern asked the post office department

to try out a certain truck trailer. The
car was put in service at a post
office and shortly the traffic superin
tendent asked for a written report
from one of the automobile drivers.
This is the report :
"I has respty used in this run 74
Taller for 4 days In this low down
driveway and is to be in my way and
to have to push and shove it and lift
It around myself In the He and get
under the end to uncupple it luse end
can't back it up at all and go ahead
doors in backing and getting the
pin thing loss again and the gas
shooting In your face nnd everybody
holering at you and in my way to get
out."
The report finally reached Washing
ton, was read and filed. The trailer
was not accepted.

Catarrh Is a local disease greatly influby constitutional conditions.
It
therefore requires constitutional treatment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is taken Internally and acts through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
the System.
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE destroys the foundation ol
enced

improving the general health and assists
nature in doing its work.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio".
Wonderful Transformation.
Figures from Maine show that cap
ital of $8,000,000 is invested In the
business of transforming the raw
into the baked sardine. Boston
Transcript.

and eastern districts, where they can
get pasturage. The increases, which
the railway will suspend, range from
25 to 35 per cent.
Fire of undetermined origin at Clay
ton, New Mexico, destroyed five build
lngs occupied by fuel and feed com
panies and a grocery store. The loss
was estimated at $50,000. 'The fire cut
telephone and telegraph wires, and Iso
lated the town from communication
Help was
with outside communities.
obtained from neighboring towns and
a bucket brigade succeeded In getting
the fire under control.
While Postmaster L. R. Bailey of
Blsbee, Ariz., was working lnshis office
two masked men, believed to be Mex
icans, entered, and at the point of
guns, forced him to open the postofflee vault. They escaped with about
$50,000, according to Information given
out, $40,000 of which is said to have
been In cash. Postmaster Bailey was
found bound and gagged, having been

her-riu- g

' Cutlcura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red, rough and itching with hot
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
Cutlcura Ointment Also makev use
now and then of that exquisitely scented dusting powder, Cutlcura Talcum,
one of the Indispensable Cutlcura
Toilet Trio. Adv.
, '

More Disarmament
This would be a better world If
hoi
everybody would take a five-yeChicago Dally
Jday from gossip.
News.
,
v
A man who In to be trusted usually
owes a lot of other .men. -

--

If. 8. Government baya it.

Saved

Life
iVifli EafoniG

Saya Now

n

Jersey Woman

Smith.
Acid stomach causes awful misery
which Eatonlc quickly gets rid of by

taking up and carrying out the acidity
and gases which prevent good digestion. A tablet taken after meals brings
quick relief. Keeps the stomach,
healthy and helps to prevent the many
tils so liable to arise from excess acid.
Don't suffer from stomach miseries
when you can get a big box of Eatonlc
for a trifle with your druggist's guarantee.

PnTEil T S

Continuous Reign.
RtÍyVr,VlfaihlñírtóZ!
A lecturer says that women will be S.
d.o. AdTloaand book traa.
re ferenoea. fleataerrleea
Highest
reuonabls
latea
ruling this country 20 years from now.
THt SKIN lAUTIFUl.
MARIS
S
Of course; why should she abdicate?
1nrilAI
Boston Transcript
Ca., aais aucmiMi Ammm.

I'JOffi

OF MIDDLE LIFE
BSMiisBMMiiMiBSlSBfssi

mamm

1 Dangerous Period Through Which Every Woman Host Pass

Practical Suggestions Given by the Women ' Whose
Letters Follow
Afton, Tenn. "I want
other suffering women to
's
know what Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound
has done for me. During the
Change of Life I was in bed
Pink-ham-

for eight months and had
two good doctors treating
me but they did ma no good.
A friend advised me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound, which I did,
and in a short time I felt
better. I had all kinds of bad
spells, but they all left me.
Now when I feel weak and
nervous I take the Vegetable
Compound and it always does
me good. I wish all women
would try it during the
Change of Life for I know it
will do them good. If you
think it will induce some one
to try the Vegetable Compound you may publish this
letter' -- Mrs. A. Keller,
Afton, Tenn.

Officials of the Fostoffice Depart
ment and the Department of Justice
who have Investigated many of these
the' belief
robberies have expressed
that some of them were committed by
persons who had "inside information,"
gained, it is believed, by members of
well organized gangs, who had ob
tained positions of trust in the postal
service.

.1y

"I was nearly dead until I found
Eatonlc and I can truly say It saved
my life. It U the best stomach medicine ever made," writes Mrs. Ella

-

trans-Siberia-

--

Stearns' Electric Paste
Also SUBE DEATH to Watertmin, Ants, Rata
ind Mice. These pests are the greatest carrier! of
dlseas and MUST BB KILLED. They destroy
both (uod and property.
.
Direction! in U languages In every
Beady for nil two lites 6e and IUQ.

lives.
Employés on mail trains have in
some instances been armed, but regu
lations of the Postoffice- Department
have not permitted the adequate pro
tecting of employs in local postoffices
and
It is at these places, according to
records of the more recent- - robberies,
that the majority of the mull holdups
have been committed.

Policemen's Union Abolished.
Oklahoma City, Okla. The copper
on the bent will no longer swing his
billy and pound the pavement under
,
beaten over the head.
union rules and regulations in this
Deputy sheriffs captured Ramon La
city. Tlie'Clklahoma City Policemen's
zano and E.1 Corral and returned them Union has been Officially declared
to Silver City, N. M., where they are disbanded and ' abolished. Defeat of
wanted to answer charges in connec the, Democratic candidates in the gention with the killing of Ventura Ben
eral election April 5. spelled the end
coma, Silver City Jailor. Bencoma was
of the organization, as the Republl
killed with an ax while asleep li the
cans were pledged to abolish it. Local
Lozano and Corral, who' were
Jail.
fire fighters, however, will continue to
prisoners on misdemeanor1 charges, es play the hose nnd climb ladders under
caped shortly after the killing, accord
union rules.
ing to officials of Grant county.'
AW P. Lathrop, for ten years man
Siberian Peasants in Revolt
ager of the branch bank of the Gila.
Riga, Letvia. Peasant Hots In west
Valley Bank and Trust Company, at ern Siberia are reported in Moscow adSufford, Ariz., is wanted on a charge vices: The peasants have revived the
of embezzlement. The shortage is said
"green" army and have occuto be in the neighborhood of $17,000. pied Tobolsk, cutting off the town from
Lathrop left Safford about a month the
railroad, the advices
ago, on what was supposed to be his say. The rising came as a protest
annual vacation.
against the occupation of the railroad
It has been announced at Jerome, from Cheliabinsk to Omsk by the soAriz., that the United Verde Copper viet army and exportations of food
Company's mine and the United Verde stuffs to Moscow-Extension mine, the two largest pro
India Cuts Wheat Acreage.
ducers of copper in Yavapai county
A reduction
Washington.
of bewould be shut down on April 15. Both tween 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 acres
mines curtailed production some time planted to wheat In India as compared
ago and nt present are employing only with last year was announced by the
about .50 per cent of their normal Department of Agriculture In predict
forces.
ing reduced production there. Last
The Postoffice Department report year's crop of 377,000,000 bushels, how
for the fiscal year ending June 30, ever, lias been exceeded but twice.
1920, Just issued, shows
that Raton
Women to Rule Town.
leads the state of New Mexico In postThayer, Kan. Two widowed grand
al savings deposits. Twenty-seveac
mothers, three housewives end a tele:
counts at that office show a total of phone operator will direct the destinies
$17,173, or $7,000 more than any other
of this village of 400 for the next year,
office In New Mexico. Albuquerque
An entire woman's, ticket was swept
has thirteen depositors, with a total of into power when votes of the munlci
$1,391, while Gnllup has thirty accounts pal election were counted.
totaling $9,517.
W. J. Galbralth, state's attorney gen
Murder Farm Owner Convicted.
eral, has filed an application in Super
Covington, Gai Convicted of mur
ior Court asking for the appointment
with the Jaspei
of R. W. Baxter as receiver of the der in connection
Central Bank of Wickenburg. Baxter county peonage cases and sentenced to
Is a Wickenburg business man! The life imprisonment, John S. Williams,
bank recently voluntarily suspended plantation owner, has been taken to
business.
Atlanta to await in Jail action April 30
.Articles of incorporation of the Mar on his motion for a new trial. Williams
icopa Country Club, formerly Morley's
expressed confidence that he finally
Country Club, haVe been filed at Phoe
would be cleared of the murder charge
nix. The club Is Incorporated for the
on which
the Newton countjr Jury
purpose of "fostering a good fellowfound him guilty, with mercy recom
ship, promoting social activity, recrea
mended. ,
tion and entertainment."
n

BY USING THE GENUINE

Almost Had It ,
Proud Mother Oh, George, little
Harry is just beginning to talk, He's
learning to recite "Baa, baa, black
sheep, have you any wool?"
Proud Papa Does he really say all
that?
Proud Mother Well, not quite all
of It yet, but he's got as far as "Baa,
baa'."

'

Mrs. Mary Lister of
Adrian, Mich.,adds her.
testimony to the valne
of Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound
to carry women eafely through the Change of Life. She says :
"It is with pleasure that I write to you thanking you for what your

wonderful medicine has done for me. I was passing through the Change of
Life and had a displacement and weakness so that could not stand on my
's
feet and other annoying symptoms. A friend told me about Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound and the first bottle helped me, so I got more.
It cured me and I am now doing my housework. Your medicine is certainly
woman's friend and you may use this testimonial as you choose." Mrs. Mary
Lister, 608 Frank Street, Adrian, Mich.
It is said that middle age is the most trying period in a woman's life, and
owing to modern methods of living not one woman in a thousand passes through
this perfectly natural change without experiencing very annoying symptoms.
Those smothering spells, the dreadful hot flashes that send the blood rushing
to the head until it seems as though it would burst, and the faint feeling that
follows, as if the heart were going to stop, those sinking or dizzy spells are all
symptoms of a nervous condition, and indicate the need for a special medicine.
Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound is a root and herb medicine especially adapted to act upon the feminine system. It acts in such a manner
as to build up the weakened nervous system and enables a woman to pass
this trying period with the least possible annoying symptoms.
Women everywhere should remember that most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displacements or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pjnkham's
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative and often prevents
serious troubles.

I

Pink-ham-

upon "Ailments PecuLydia E. Pinkham'i Private
liar to Women" will be sent to your free upon request. "Writ
to The Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts,
This book contains valuable information.
Text-Boo- k

What to falie for

-

Catarrh Can Be Cured

EASILY KILLED
TODAY

beries which had kept unarmed postal
employés in constant fear of their

-

such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle

'

Neiipapcr Union News Bertlee.)

Mining operations at Tombstone, at
one time the richest silver mining
camp In the West, have practically
ceased.
Fire which threatened the city of
Wlllcox, Ariz., .destroyed several business' houses and threatened the new
Riggs Bank.
Albuquerque's second troop of cavalry to be known as Troop E, was organized at a smoker held at the National Guard armory.

"Olympian

8ERVICÍ.

HAYS WILL GIVE $5,000 REWARD
FOR CAPTURE OF EACH"
ROBBER.

TIRES

AUTOMOBILE

TO BE ARMED

New Mexico
and Arizona

v

.

L

News

From All Over

RECORDS

Genuine Victrolas as Low as $26,.
Write Today for Free Literature:
MsJSIC CO.
Denver, Colo.
KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

Southwest

COCKROACHES

EVIDENTLY HE DIDN'T LIKE IT

POSTAL MEN

Mrs. Robert
0. Reynolds

VICTROLA OUTFITS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SICE
lAKILtO
CTHTTLE

IVER
If
I PILLS
In

iMPAC DDE

Take a good dose of Carter's little liver
PHIs then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
A few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
They regulate the Bowel and prevent Constipation.
s-n ra wa d wb
SÉSZ?

r.

Got Skin Disease?

Purify Your Blood
A great part of the maddening
and mortifying skin troubles that
plague humanity are due solely to
disorders of the blood. Relief from
these can be had only by removing
from your blood stream
the impurities that cause
iiUHWi
the itching.
For this you must take
an internal blood remedy.
Outside applications have Hp
no effect on the cause of
the torture. Their relief
is shortlived. You mast

get right after the blood itself.
S.S.S., the famous old herb remedy, has helped enrich the blood of
thousands, and relieved their itching skin torture, during the last
fifty years.
Get S.S.S. from your
.tmt
druggist today, and after
starting with it write us
a history of your case,
fcWe addressing Chief Medical
Advisor, 837 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, G sor-tí- a.
"
ii

i

..

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

7

April 16th, 192l'.
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v BRAND.

A Home Bank For Home Pepple

Willis Johnson is able to

bank account drives away,

A

comfort.

It Í3 the

,

beacon light pointing

pathway to peaceful old age.

out the

One dollar will

y

Capital and

'

Surplus

,

If there is any one. on this
mesa who does not believe that
it is the home of the BIGGEST
HEARTED people in thevU. S.,
then he should have ' 'been at
Mills this week and seen the
hundreds of people searching
the canyons and prairies for the
lost babe. Yes we are all just
one big family and evéry one
willing to help the other one
"
in time of need.

For sale: Hens' with chickens;
Hens 50c and the chicks 10c
each. Strong, ' healthy Rhode
Island Reds, just the kind you
want; Also a number of Rhode
Island Red Hens at 50c each.
See Mrs. W. S. Dunn, one mile
west of town.

Veterinery and Surgical work

,

.;'

.

BUT

there is no 'drop' in the workmanship and material of the

ADVANCE RUMLEY GOODS
.

They are still BACKED .by the written guarantee, that' holds good for
the life of the tractor, no strings tied to this guarantee.

Concrete' Base Urged.
Practically every highway engineer
today agrees that all roads should
have a concrete base.
,

J. Price and family visited

at Martin White's Sunday.

Mrs. Will Johnson spent Wednesday night with rMrs. Frank
Banks.
'

Several men from .our neigh
borhood are helping to search
for the child lost in the Mills
i

,

....

,

j;;

B.;Shaw was m Raton last

B.

Tuesday.
Will Fleiss is on the sick list.

Elizabeth Copenhaver is back
in school again.
.

Bob Gutheridge helped T. J.
Price pull his well Friday.

"

,

Prospects fr a bumper wheat
ci'op never looked better.

"

Bf.

COME

B

ii.nn

the Spanish

rC.

tAvrntt-j-me

-

!

.

I--

.
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Miss Inez Cates returned to
News has reached Roy that
her ranch .at Solano last Wed- ninvPTiflpn ToYiia frif hnmn nf
nesday after,' spending several
months as a nurse in the Plum-le- e Prof. Russell and family, was
hospital.
visited by a tornado last week
and much damage done, altho
Everything in the store re- no one was hurtf-- - The Prof,
duced at Shaya Company
sent a picture of his new Dodge
Dont miss the big sale. '
Roadster sitting in the middle"
The Beck 'Motor Co. Tiave of the wreckage of one of Claa great deal to tell ybu in their ren den's largest garages. The
front page ad this week. Read
every word of it and you will be car does not look like it will be..
wiser, when you get thru read-i- n of much service to the Prof, in
the future.
it;
,

.

':

THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

Wm Brug- -

J. B. Proctor and
german were business visitors
in Mora the first of the week.

Dates at this office.

Fairviéw Pharmacy

You Dont Have To Ask A
FORTUNE TELLER
where to go when you want to buy the best groceries in town or
where to get the BEST SERVICE for the S. E. Paxton Grocery Co.

í The Roy Drug Store

fills the bill every minute of the day.
and offer you the best groceries
service

Drugs,

Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles

and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos
J
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies. , (.
.

. ,

E

y!.'t';

News stand, the latest
..'''
ESTAÍBLÍSHED 1908
y
l D Ú. p. Gibbs

Magazines and daily papers.

..All

.

.

.

v.

.

'

"-'-

:'

,"it'

,

1

v

;'

X

'
:

fellow

that money can buy and the best

'

'

Just selling a little cheaper than the ojher

In other words we treat you so you can't help but notice

that we want your trade' and appreciate

chance to merit

Watch this space every week.

All the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in season.

,.,

we can give.

We want your patronage

it

'
TÓ-ÜAT-

SODA FOUNTAIN

U ,k,
..,

that

No Special Sales

;

UP

jl

Geo E. Cochrane

and paying for. this ad.

A complete line of;

'

ANDERSON MACHINE WORKS.

;

Office

American

'vi

IN AND LET US SHÓW YOU WHY THE OIL PULL IS
the best and most economical tractor built.

WANTED!
Second hand Stills! to be used
for gas pipe on Ford cars, write
'
W5S3S2BHHfz.
or apply at the;
k BECK MOTOR CO.
NOTICE :TO THE PUBLIC
mm Uf Royy New Mexico. )'
We will pay you- a 'good cash -- It has been cálled td ni attention that a number of perM'
price for! same.
.0
sons have been fishing the past
few weeks without license. The
law is very strict regarding hun,
jOK SALE..
ting and fishing and all those
Hatching eggs. English Barren who wish to fish or
hnnt MUST
S.C.W. Legorns. Heavy laying get licenses. . . Fishing .with
a seine is also prohibited. (Please
strain. $1 per 15: $6 per 100.
govern
yourselves accordingly
A. N. Brooks
and
don't
blame me if you get
Mosquero N. M
m irouoie.
i
F. A. Roy,
'
Deputy Game Warden

FOUND; A gold watch, ow
ner can have same Ty calling at

,

a i-f-

"

:

:

Mr. Eugene Griffith has mo
ved his house near his fine well.

Á

ESESe'

: i&tmutntt ot (Snnrxmtt

ket centers.

Literary was well attended
last Friday night.

canyon.

and

RUMLEY IDEAL SEPARATORS

-

T.

.

OIL PULL TRACTORS

shop. He expects some day to
be a full fledged "DEVIL,

All calls answered
Day or: Night.
Why let fa vour live stock
suffer when we can relieve

aforesaid, personally appeared
Frank L. Schultz, who, having
been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he1 is
the Business manager of the
Spanish American and that the
following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership', management, etc!, of the aforesaid
publication for ,the daté shown
in the. above caption,
That the names and addresses of the publiher, editor, managing editor, -- and business
managers are:
Publisher Frank L. Schultz, Editor Wiliam G. Johnson, Managing Editor Frank L. Schultz,
Business Manager.
Frank ' L.
Schultz, Post office address of
theabove, Roy, New Mexico.
'
That the owners are :
Frank L. Schultz and William
G. Johnson,
That the known
bondholders,! mortgagees, and
other security holders ownng or
holding 1 per . cent or. more, of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
Fred Fluhman of Mills, .N. Mex.
Intertype Corporation, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ji !
Frank L. Schultz
Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 11th day of April 1921.
F. II. Foster,
(Seal)
Justice of the Peace.

per cent reduction on

15 to 20

-

The School apportionment for
March made by Courfty , Supt,
their pains. v.
urace v . ugaen nas been recei
by the S. A. but is too long
ved
STEVENSON and ADAMS
'
for publication. We note that
Statement of the Ownership,
'
Mills,
New Mexico.
Roy gets $1482.60, v Dist. 41
Management, Circulation, Etc.
$289.60. No. 42 $381.60, No. 4Í
Of Spanish American, publi$216.60 No. 24 $409.90 and 46
shed weekly at Roy, New Mexico FOR SALE: 80 acres land 1
$195.20 and the Board of Edu
- miles North of Solano.
cation (County)
for April 1921.
The
$1200.
Mrs. Martha Frank
list is on file at the S.A. Office
)
State of New Mexico,
llEmerick Sto San Angelo, Tex for those who wish to see it.
) SS.
County of Mora.
)
P.ALOUSE VALLEY.
First Need of Farmer.
Before me, a Notary Public
Mar&uerite Brown is quite
The first need of the farmer Is good
in and for the State and county sick with measles.
roads leading from the farms to mar,

rrices

pre-wa- r'

Ivan Johnson is the '.'NewLittle Devil" at the S. A. having.
become " an apprentice in the

GRADUATE
VETERINARIANS
f

;ower

.

$36,000.00

;

re-

.4 ;.

Fred Davis has traded his
Ford for a Motor Cycle ; Ther-ma- n
Case now owns the Ford,
and Fred the Motor Cycle.

BANK, OF ROY
1

r

near Gallegos this week.
Fred Burton, wife and baby
visited the parental Burton
home the fore part of the week.
Floyd Beard is suffering with
the rheumatism again.
Chas Wright is able to be up
and out again.

start áh account at our bank.

;

BUT

turn to school again.
J. G. Green is at his ranch

and brings

worry

Prices

Not Pre-wa- r

Dr. Self was., called 'to the
J. M. Beard home Sunday morning by the sudden illness of
Mrs. Beard. At present she is
improving some.

(Proprietor.)

S.E.PAXTO N
Grocery Company

"A Square Deal Every Day"

1

